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Abstract
This thesis discusses electronic and morphological effects in new materials for the
active layers, substrates and electrodes of organic solar cells.
The performance and loss mechanisms in polymer:fullerene blends based on a
new family of donor-acceptor polymers differing only by the presence and position
of their side-chains are discussed. By comparing transient absorption spectroscopy
and device measurements, a kinetic model of the excitation in these organic solar
cells is built. We show that subnanosecond geminate recombination limits device
efficiencies and explains the difference between the three blends.
The morphology of polymer solar cells is studied by diverse electron microscopy techniques. Thin cross-sections of solar cells are prepared by focused
ion-beam milling and are imaged by transmission electron microscopy. Thus, the
morphology of polymer:nanoparticle blends could be resolved. A higher concentration of CdSe at the bottom of the film in OC1 C10 PPV:CdSe blends is observed and a favourable change of morphology upon the random addition of 10%
of phenanthroline-containing groups to a quinoxaline-fluorene alternating copolymer is demonstrated. In addition, by combining scanning transmission electron
microscopy with energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy, the concentration profile
of P3HT in P3HT:PCBM blends is measured and discussed.
Finally, the fabrication of organic solar cells on alternative substrates is studied. It is shown that PET substrates release water that damages the electrodes.
This problem is addressed by heating the substrate in a nitrogen atmosphere. We
also demonstrate that, because of its non-uniform conduction on the micrometre level, a conductive coating based on a nanowire dispersion requires to be
coated with high-conductivity PEDOT:PSS in order to be used as a transparent
electrode for organic photovoltaics.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Over the past decades, the topic of organic electronics has generated a strong
interest both in terms of fundamental science and in terms of technology. Among
the diverse applications of organic electronics, solar cells have lately received
the highest level of interest because they offer the hope for cheap renewable
power generation. In spite of the intense research that has been carried out for
the last few years, many questions remain unsolved both in the fundamental
understanding of the basic processes and in the practical development of the
technology.
The electronic and morphological properties of the materials used for fabricating the organic solar cells is of paramount importance for improving the efficiency
of organic photovoltaics as well as for addressing important technological issues
such as lifetime, processing and price of organic photovoltaics. New materials or
materials combinations for the photoactive layer are constantly under investigation in the search for the perfect electronic properties and the ideal morphology.
The technologically critical questions of the substrates and electrodes also fosters
a lot of research and many innovative solutions are investigated.
In this thesis, materials for the photoactive layer are investigated in terms
of electronic properties by spectroscopy and in terms of morphology by electron
microscopy. Materials for substrates and electrodes are investigated in terms of
device fabrication and device physics.
Chapter 2: Background and Theory covers, through a literature review,
the necessary basics to understand this thesis. After a short introduction to the
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history and the basic characterisation of solar cells, we describe the fundamental
physics of the conjugated polymers that are one of the main materials used for
organic electronics. We then detail the different processes that occur in a polymer
solar cell and we conclude with a review of some of the most pressing technological
issues that are currently under investigation.
Chapter 3: Methods describes the experimental and computational methods used in this thesis. This chapter covers the device fabrication and measurements, the spectroscopic experiments, the imaging techniques and finally the
modelling methods.
Chapter 4: Influence of Side-Chain Presence and Position on the
electronic Processes in Thienyl-Benzothiadiazole-Thienyl Derivatives
is a study of photovoltaic blends based on three polymers differing only by the
presence and position of their side-chain. First, we describe their optimisation
and device performance. Then, we build a kinetic model of the three blends
by comparing transient absorption spectroscopy and device measurements. The
different electronic processes and loss mechanisms are quantified and the extent
of their relevance for the final efficiency of the device is discussed. We conclude
by discussing the generalisation of these results to similar polymers.
Chapter 5: Study of Blend morphology via Electron Microscopy
first describes some difficulties and artefacts related to the study of blend morphology by electron microscopy. Then, using focused ion beam to prepare thin
cross-sections, we study the morphology of several polymer:nanoparticle blends
with transmission electron microscopy. In particular, the phase separation in
OC1 C10 PPV:CdSe nanoparticle is discussed and the effect on the morphology
of the polymer:CdSe blend of adding 10% of phenanthroline-containing groups
to a quinoxaline-fluorene alternating copolymer is investigated. Finally, we use
energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy to track sulphur in P3HT:PCBM thin cross
sections and we establish and discuss the vertical distribution of P3HT in this
blend.
Chapter 6: Alternative Substrates: PET based and ITO-Free describes the preparation of solar cells on two different substrates. The first one is
polyethylene-terephtalate (PET) coated with indium-tin-oxide (ITO) and the second is PET coated with a conducting layer made from a dispersion of nanowires.
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In each case, we identify practical problems caused by the use of these alternative
substrates. These issues are analysed in terms of device physics, their origin is
discussed and ways to address them are shown.
Chapter 7: Conclusion and Overview draws some final conclusions to
this work. For each topic covered by this thesis, the main results are summarised
and some directions for future research are discussed.
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Chapter 2
Background and Theory
2.1

A Brief Overview of Solar Cell History and
Technologies

The first accounts of the photovoltaic effect date from the 19th century: Becquerel
[1] is usually credited for the original discovery, with significant subsequent development by Adams and Day in 1877 [2; 3] and Fritts in 1883 [4]. At the beginning
of the 20th century, Pochettino and Volmer also found out that anthracene is
photoconductive. These early accounts investigated the processes involved without searching for applications, and the first real solar cell was built in 1954 at
Bell Labs by Chapin, Pearson and Fuller [5]. It was a silicon p-n junction and its
power conversion efficiency was around 6%.
This invention immediately triggered a strong interest and two companies,
Hoffman Semi-Conductor and International Rectifier, built production lines as
early as 1956 [6]. Nevertheless, because of their very high cost compared to electricity produced by fossil fuel or nuclear power stations, photovoltaics was limited
to niche markets such as space applications. Nursed by the aerospace industry,
photovoltaics efficiencies were greatly improved but there was no real incentive to
reduce the costs. The 1970s energy crises renewed the interest for photovoltaics
but the technology was still too expensive. Nevertheless, it kept improving and
finally in 1990s, thanks to a combination of technological progress and policy
changes (in particular in Germany and in Japan), the photovoltaics industry
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started to grow sharply.
During the same period, fundamental and applied research in photovoltaics
also boomed: new concepts emerged (dye-sensitised solar cells, polymer solar
cells), while older ones (silicon cells, III-V multijunctions and inorganic thin
films) started an accelerated development. Even the original concept based on
crystalline silicon solar cell was improved: efficiencies kept going up while prices
were reduced, which lead to an accelerated industrial development of solar cells
(see figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1: Evolution of efficiencies of best solar-cells. From NREL (National
Renewable Energy Laboratory).

Nevertheless, the electrical energy produced by photovoltaics is still a factor
4-5 more expensive than market price and has to be supported by subsidies and
feed-in tariffs. Hence, it brings extra costs that have to be supported by the
energy companies and finally by the consumers. Therefore, today’s PV research
and development community is focused on bringing the price of the PV-produced
energy down to grid parity.
Photovoltaic technologies are usually divided in three major groups, called
“generations”.
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The first generation consists of the inorganic thick-film technologies, in particular solar cells based on bulk crystalline silicon p-n junctions. This technology,
benefiting from relatively large efficiencies [7] and very good stability is by far the
most common in terms of installed capacity. Nevertheless, such photovoltaic cells
are relatively expensive because of the price of the high purity silicon and the
complex processes involved in the fabrication. Crystalline silicon photovoltaics is
now growing slower than the inorganic thin-film technologies. However, as they
are still much more efficient than the competing technologies, (best performance
for crystalline silicon reaches 25% [7]) they are expected to remain the technology
of choice for applications that require a large power per unit area.
Ag
Pd
Ti
Si

-e

n

Antireflection layer
SiO2

n+

P
P+

+hole

Aluminum

Figure 2.2: Principle of a crystalline silicon solar cell. Picture reproduced from
[8].

First-generation solar cells also include III-V alloys such as indium phosphide
(InP) and gallium arsenide (GaAs) junctions. These III-V alloys, used in single
junctions or multi-junctions are the most efficient solar cells (over 40% for an
InGaP/GaAs/InGaAs triple junction solar cell [7]), but they are tremendously
expensive, and have to be limited to space applications or to concentrators, where
a large amount of sunlight is concentrated into a small, expensive but efficient,
solar cell.
Second-generation solar cells consist of inorganic thin films: micron-size layers
of active material on a glass or plastic substrate. These technologies, although
less efficient than bulk solar cells, benefit from lower material and processing
costs: it is, at the moment, the technology providing the cheapest kWh price
and thus, it is expected to be the technology of choice for many applications
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such as solar farms. Thin film technology includes solar-cells made of amorphous
or microcrystalline silicon, of copper indium gallium diselenide (CuInx Ga1−x Se2 ,
CIGS) or of cadimium-telluride (CdTe). CIGS technology is the most efficient of
thin-film solar cell technology (19.9%). Although less efficient, CdTe is the dominant thin film technology. In particular, the company First Solar is, in 2011, the
world biggest solar cell producer, all technology included. Its production capacity
is over 1.5 GW per year [9].
Third generation photovoltaics consists of more recent concepts for photovoltaics applications. It mainly includes polymer solar cells, the main topic of
this thesis, and dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSC), a technology pioneered in the
1990s by O’Regan and Grätzel [10]. A DSSC is constituted of few microns of
nanoporous transparent conductive oxide (usually TiO2 nanoparticles) sensitised
with a monolayer of light-absorbing dye and completed with an electrolyte to
transport holes (figure 2.3). These technologies are less efficient than the inorganic ones but they have a very strong potential to reduce costs. The materials
used are organic molecules or polymers. Therefore they can be processed from
solutions, at low temperature, which allows for cheap and low-energy fabrication.

Figure 2.3: Principle of a dye-sensitised solar cell. Reproduced from [11].
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2.2

Characterisation of Solar Cells

The basic characterisation of a solar cell is the same whatever technology it uses.
In the dark the cell behaves like a diode and under illumination a current is added
to the diode characteristics. Figure 2.4 shows the light and dark characteristics of
a photovoltaic device. The cell is providing energy to the circuit if P = IV < 0,
i.e. in the bottom right quadrant. The main parameters of a photovoltaic device,
can be extracted from this graph: they are its open-circuit voltage (Voc ), its shortcircuit current or short-circuit current density (Isc or Jsc ), its fill factor (F F ), and,
of course its energy-conversion efficiency (η).
The open-circuit voltage is the potential difference between the electrodes
when the cell is illuminated and when the load resistance is infinite. It is also the
forward bias that has to be applied to reduce the external current to zero.

Available
Power
ISC×VOC

VOC
Pmax = Vmax×Imax
ISC

Figure 2.4: Current-voltage charateristics of a solar cell

The short-circuit current is the current flowing through the device under illumination when the load resistance is zero. Dividing this value by the incident
photon flux gives the external quantum efficiency (EQE) or incident photon to
collected electron efficiency (IPCE). This value is strongly dependent on the wavelength of the incident light so, in order to characterize the spectral response of
the cell, it is often interesting to consider EQE = f (λ).
Obviously, the power density delivered to the external circuit depends strongly
on the applied forward bias, or equivalently, on the load resistance. This power
is zero at zero bias (V = 0 thus I.V = 0) and zero for the open circuit (I = 0
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thus I.V = 0). Inbetween, the power reaches a maximum. This maximum, is only
a fraction of the theoretical power Isc .Voc . The ratio between these two values is
the ratio between the dark grey and the light grey rectangle on figure 2.4, and is
called the fill factor (F F ).
The energy conversion efficiency is the maximum power that can be extracted
from the cell divided by the incident light power. It is related to the other values
through
η=

Isc .Voc .F F
,
Pi

(2.1)

where Pi is the power of the incident light.
By convention, a solar-cell is tested under well-defined standard light conditions: the power is 1000 W/m2 and the standard spectrum, called AM 1.5,
corresponds to the solar spectrum after travelling through a layer of air which
thickness is 1.5 the thickness of the atmosphere.

2.3

Conjugated Polymers

In this thesis, I will discuss different aspects of polymer solar cells. The development of these cells relied on the understanding of a new class of semi-conductors,
conjugated polymers.

2.3.1

Polymers: From Rubber to Organic Electronics

Polymers are long-chain, organic molecules. Many polymers occur naturally (cellulose, rubber, nucleic acids ...), and accomplish many different biological tasks.
Nevertheless, they only became an object of study for scientists very recently. The
first man-made polymer was invented by Leo Baekeland in 1905. It was a phenolformaldehyde resin, known as Bakelite R . The field of polymer science emerged
even later, in 1920, from the work of Hermann Staudinger. He formulated the concept of macromolecules to explain the structural properties of polysaccharides,
plastics, rubber etc. [12; 13]. During the 1940s, 1950s and 1960s, the chemistry
of polymers was developed much further: new materials such as polyvinyl chloride (PVC), poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), epoxy resins, Silicones R and
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Teflon R were developed. In particular, the 1963 Nobel Prize in chemistry was
awarded to Karl Ziegler and Giulio Natta “for their discoveries in the field of the
chemistry and technology of high polymers” [14; 15].
Meanwhile, on the theoretical side, the understanding of chemical bonding
was much improved. The work of Bohr and Sommerfeld on atomic orbital was
improved by Mulliken through the incorporation of quantum physics. He was the
first to describe molecular orbitals and was awarded the Nobel price in 1966 for
this discovery [16]. This framework was used to study conjugated systems, which
are compounds with alternating single and double bounds. It was understood that
the small conjugated systems, frequently found in nature, could conduct electricity [17]. Nevertheless until this point, polymers were thought to be insulating.
The next major step towards organic electronics was made by Bolto, McNeill
and Weiss in 1963 [18; 19; 20] and then by Shirakawa, Heeger and Macdiarmid
in 1977 who established that, upon doping, conjugated polymers could be made
conductive [21]. The last three were awarded the Nobel price in chemistry in 2000
for this discovery.
A few years later the first organic electronic devices were demonstrated. Tang
demonstrated organic light-emitting diodes (LEDs) and solar cells with sublimated small molecule layers [22; 23]. Upon the synthesis of phenyl-based polymers
and the discovery of electroluminescence in poly(p-phenylene vinylene) (PPV) in
1988 a new step was taken and polymer LEDs and field-effect transistors (FETs)
were demonstrated [24; 25]. Since then, the prospect of the numerous applications
of organic electronic devices has been driving the field leading to major improvements for polymer LEDs, FETs and PVs. Industrialisation and commercialisation
of organic electronic devices has started through the spin-off of numerous companies from many research groups working in the field and from the interest of
major electronic and chemical companies.

2.3.2

Conjugated Systems

Conjugated organic systems are mostly composed of carbon atoms, with alternating single and double bonds.
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In its ground state, the atomic configuration of carbon is 1s2 2s2 2p2 . Nevertheless, with very little energy, one 2s electron can be excited to the 2p orbital
allowing the carbon atom to engage in four bonds. When a carbon atom is bound
to four other atoms, the 2s orbitals hybridise with all 2p orbitals to form 4 sp3
hybridised orbitals. This gives rise to tetrahedral geometries. The prototypical
example of these type of systems is methane (see figure 2.5).

Figure 2.5: a. Schematic of the molecular orbitals for sp3 -hybridised carbon. b.
Schematic of the molecular orbitals in methane. Reproduced from [26].

In conjugated systems, each carbon atom binds to only three neighbours.
Then, the 2s orbital hybridises to only two 2p orbitals, for example 2px and 2py ,
creating three sp2 orbitals. These orbitals overlap with sp2 orbitals of the neighbouring atoms thus creating the three σ-bonds that arrange into a trigonal plane
geometry. Perpendicular to this plane, the last orbital remains 2pz and is occupied by one electron. The 2pz orbitals of all the conjugated atoms overlap, and
their electrons become delocalised over the whole conjugated system. These electrons and their orbitals constitute the π system. They form the alternating double
bonds and are of particular importance to explain the properties of conjugated
systems (see figure 2.6).

2.3.3

Conducting and Semi-Conducting Properties

Macroscopic and electronic properties of a conjugated molecular system can be
described by the set of solutions of the time-independent Schrödinger equation:
ĤΨ(R, r) = EΨ(R, r)
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Figure 2.6: a. Schematic of molecular orbitals for sp2 hybridised carbon. σ orbitals
are in green and π orbitals are in blue. b. Schematic of the π orbitals in ethene.
Images from [26].

where Ĥ is the hamiltonian of the system, R are the positions of the nuclei and
r are the positions of the electrons. In the case of a molecular system, we have to
take into account the kinetic energy of the electrons and of the nuclei, the mutual
interactions between the electrons, the mutual interactions between the nuclei
and the interactions between electrons and nuclei. Therefore, the Hamiltonian is:
Hmol = Hnucl + Hel + Hn-e

Hmol

X Pˆα 2
1X
Zα Zβ e2
+
=
2Mα 2 α6=β 4π0 |Rα − Rβ |
α
X p̂i 2
X
1X
e2
Zα e2
+
+
−
2mı 2 i6=j 4π0 |ri − rj |
4π0 |Rα − rj |
i
α,i

(2.3)

(2.4)

where ri , mi and pi are respectively the position, mass and momentum of electron
i, and Rα , Mα and Pα are respectively the position, mass and momentum of the
nucleus α [27; 28]. In order to solve this equation, numerous approximations are
necessary:
The mass of the electrons is much smaller than the mass of the nuclei (Mnucl >
104 × mel ). We can therefore assume that the nuclei are static on the time-scale
required for electron motion. This is the Born-Oppenheimer approximation.
It allows us to decouple the electronic and nuclear part of the wave-functions:
The electrons are considered as moving in the fixed field created by the nuclei,
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and their response to the nuclear motion is instantaneous.
Ψ(R, r) = ψ(R, r)φ(R)

(2.5)

h
i
Hel (r) + Hn-e (r, R) ψ(r, R) = Eel (R)ψ(r, R)

(2.6)

h
i
Eel (R) + Hnucl (R) φ(R) = Emol φ(R).

(2.7)

with

and

In equation 2.6 the dependence on R is parametric: we can solve the Schrödinger
equation keeping R constant.
The different solutions to equation 2.6 corresponds to the different states that
the molecule can occupy. By plotting Eel as a function of R, we obtain the energy
of the particular electronic orbital as a function of the nuclear positions. To a first
approximation, the adiabatic potential curve can be considered to be a parabola.
The Born-Oppenheimer approximations is generally valid in the systems that
I will consider in this thesis, nevertheless exceptions arise when an electronic
transition is caused by nuclear motion (i.e. when two adiabatic potential energy
curves cross, for example in Marcus theory).
This thesis is interested in low-energy physics of these systems, for example
optical transitions caused by visible or near-infrared light, corresponding to photon energies on the order of 1 or 2 eV. The core electrons and the σ-electrons are
normally sufficiently deep in energy not to take part in these processes. Therefore, they can be modelled as a static potential screening the interactions between
nuclei and electrons.
Even after these simplifications, the Hamiltonian is still extremely complex
and need to be simplified further. Various models of different level of approximation and mathematical complexity have been used depending mostly on which
interaction to account for. The crudest model, proposed by Hückel in the 1930s
provides useful results and allows us to understand the most important properties
of conjugated polymers:
Here I use the Hückel method to describe a polyacetylene chain comprising N
atoms. Let the |ψi i be the wave-function corresponding to the pz atomic orbital
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of the ith carbon atom. They are solutions of the atomic Schrödinger equation:
Hatomic |ψi i = 0 |ψi i

(2.8)

where 0 is the energy of the energy of the atomic orbital.
The Hückel method ignores all electron-nucleus and electron-electron interactions, except for the nearest neighbour interactions. Let us call t the energy of
the nearest neighbour interaction. We have
t = hψi | Hmol |ψi+1 i

(2.9)

hψi | Hmol |ψj i = 0.

(2.10)

and for |i − j| ≥ 2

Therefore, the Hamiltonian takes the form
Hmol =

N
X

0 |ψi i hψi | +

i=1

N
−1
X



t |ψi+1 i hψi | + |ψi i hψi+1 | .

(2.11)

i=1

Let us assume that we can build linear combinations of atomic orbitals which
solve the molecular Schrödinger equation:
|Ψi =

N
X

Ci |ψi i

(2.12)

i=1

and
Hmol |Ψi = E |Ψi .

(2.13)

By replacing Hmol by the expression in 2.11, and projecting onto |ψi i, we
obtain a relation that the linear coefficients Ci have to obey




Ci 0 + Ci+1 + Ci−1 t = Ci E.

(2.14)

If we use the ansatz Ci = C sin(ai), where C and a are constants, we can solve
the equation 2.14
E = 0 + 2t cos(a).
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The boundary conditions C0 = CN +1 = 0 impose
C1 (E − 0 ) = C2 t

(2.16)

CN (E − 0 ) = CN −1 t

(2.17)

and
a=

nπ
N +1

(2.18)

with 0 < n < N . For normalisation purposes, we impose hΨ|Ψi = 1, therefore C =
p
2/(N + 1) and we can conclude that for all n in [1, N ] the couple (|Ψn i , En ) is
solution of the Schrödinger equation with
N
X

r



2
inπ
|Ψn i =
sin
|ψi i
N
+
1
N
+
1
i=1


nπ
.
En = 0 + 2t cos
N +1

(2.19)
(2.20)

Thus, we have built N molecular orbitals, that can accommodate two electrons
each. In a polyacetylene chain of length N , there are N π-electrons, hence they
fill half of the orbitals. When N → ∞, we have a half-full band which should lead
to conducting properties.
In polyacetylene, semi-conducting properties arise because of Peierls theorem
[29] which states that linear systems are unstable with respect to lattice distortion. As a consequence longer and shorter bonds alternate. Unlike the prediction
of Hückel theory, all the bonds are not equivalent. In the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO), the slightly shorter bonds have a double bond character.
Therefore the HOMO is stabilised with respect to the undistorted chain. On the
contrary, in the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO), the longer bonds
have a double bond character, therefore the LUMO is destabilised with respect
to the undistorted chain. As a result, a bandgap opens at the Fermi surface of
the polymer chain explaining the semi-conducting properties of polyacetylene. A
rigorous treatment of this effect would require to go beyond Hückel method by
including electron-phonon interactions. Such a treatment was established by Su,
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Schrieffer and Heeger [30; 31].
In other, more complicated, semi-conducting polymers, the bandgap is increased by the intrinsic bandgap due to the aromatic or heteroaromatic cyclic
units in the monomers. It is thus necessary to build the molecular orbital of the
monomer first in order to build the polymer energy levels [32].

2.3.4

Neutral and Charged Excitations

Upon excitation of an electron from the HOMO to the LUMO, two charges are
created: the electron in the LUMO is the negative charge and the electron vacancy
in the HOMO behaves as a positive charge. It is called a “hole”. Electron and
hole attract one another because of the coulomb interaction.
The polymer materials studied in this thesis have a dielectric constant of 3
to 4, whereas for silicon and other inorganic materials the dielectric constant is
as high as 12. These values bring a fundamental difference in the semiconductor
physics of organic materials relative to inorganic ones. In the case of silicon and
most other inorganic semiconductors, the coulomb interaction is well screened
and the charges are delocalised. Therefore the binding energy of the two charges
is small and they are easy to separate. The pair is called a Mott-Wanier exciton.
In some rare inorganic materials such as ionic crystals, the exciton is strongly
localised and down to atomic lenghtscales. This is called a Frenkel exciton and
exhibits a binding energy of the order of 1 eV.
In the case of organic materials, the value of the binding energy has been at
the centre of a hot debate around year 2000. See for example [33; 34; 35]. Now,
the majority of the research community agrees that in polymers, excitons have
a binding energy on the order of 0.4 eV, because of the low dielectric constant.
This value is much larger than kT ≈ 0.025 eV (k is the Boltzman constant and
T the temperature) at ambient conditions. This large binding energy makes the
organic exciton look closer to a Frenkel exciton than to a Mott-Wanier exciton.
An exciton, being composed of an electron and a hole which both have a
spin 1/2, has a spin that can be either 0 or 1. Electrons and holes are fermions
therefore the exciton’s wave-function needs to be antisymmetrical with respect
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to particle exchange. This gives four possible states:
|Ψt i = |↑↑i

(2.21)

|Ψt i = |↓↓i

1 
|Ψt i = √ |↓↑i + |↑↓i
2

1 
|Ψs i = √ |↓↑i − |↑↓i .
2

(2.22)
(2.23)
(2.24)

The first three wave-functions give a total spin of 1, and therefore form a spin
triplet. The last one has a spin of 0 and is a spin singlet. As the triplet has
parallel spins, the Pauli exclusion principle imposes that electrons in the triplet
state are not at the same place at the same time. Therefore, electrons are on
average further away in the triplet states than in the singlet state. If we include
the electron-electron interactions, it stabilises the triplet states with respect to
the singlet state because of the reduced Coulomb interaction. The difference in
energy between spin singlets and triplets is termed the exchange energy. It has
been measured to be around 0.7 eV for polymers [36]. An exciton can change its
spin state from singlet to triplet and vice-versa by a mechanism called intersystem
crossing. It happens because of spin-orbit coupling which is enhanced by the
presence of heavy atoms [36; 37].
Excitons can also diffuse in the materials, and this transport is usually considered as being hopping-like energy transfer through the disordered energy landscape of the polymer. The properties of excitons vary a lot from material to
material but typically, the lifetime of a singlet exciton is on the order of 1 ns and
the diffusion length is on the order of 5-10 nm [38; 39].
Excitons are created either by the absorption of light or by recombination of
free charges in the material. When charges are created from the absorption of
light, spin conservation imposes that they are in singlet states. Excitons formed
by charge recombination can be either triplets or singlets. From spin statistics,
it would be expected that 75% of the charges recombine into triplets while 25%
recombine into singlets, nevertheless it has been shown that it is not always the
case [37].
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By addition of an electron or a hole to a polymer chain in its ground state,
another kind of excitation can be created. Unlike excitons that are neutral, these
excitations are charged. They are known to couple with molecular vibrations
and distort the molecule around them, therefore reducing their bandgap. This
excitation is called a polaron. Figure 2.7 shows a schematic of the position and
occupancy of exciton and polaron energy levels.

Figure 2.7: Schematic showing the energy levels of an exciton and two polarons.
The energy levels are in the gap owing to coulomb attraction in the case of
the exciton and electron-phonon coupling in both cases. The filled circles are
electrons, the open circles are holes. Reproduced from [28].

2.3.5

Exciton Decay

An exciton in a polymer, whether created via recombination of charges or by absorption of light can decay into the ground state. There are two main mechanisms
for this to happen. The first one is due to non-adiabatic coupling between the
electronic states and is called internal conversion. This process is radiationless.
The second process is radiative decay: the excited molecule decays to the ground
state via the emission of a photon. In both case the spin needs to be conserved,
therefore exciton decay happens much quicker in the case of singlet excitons (1 ns)
than in the case of triplet excitons (> 100 ns).
We have seen previously that the motion of electrons is quick compared to
the motion of the nuclei. We can therefore assume that all electronic transitions
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happen at a fixed nuclear position. The consequence of this hypothesis is that
the transitions happen vertically on the energy diagram of the molecules. This is
known as the Franck-Condon principle. As a result, after an optical excitation,
when the molecule is in a vibrationally excited state, it will then relax to the
bottom of the energy curve before decaying. This process explains why, according to Kasha’s rule, emission is redder than excitation and independent of the
excitation wavelength (see figure 2.8).
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Figure 2.8: Configuration coordinate diagram of potential energy curves with
vibrational modes (top), showing how the absorption and emission spectra are
made up (bottom). Adapted from [27].

In reality, in polymer samples, at ambient temperature it is usually not possible to resolve vibrational peaks, because of peak-broadening due to both energetic
disorder in the polymers and rotational and translational degrees of freedom [28].
Some exceptions have been observed, for example in crystalline systems such as
P3HT [40].

2.4

Principle of Organic Solar Cells

In this section, I will describe the main processes that take place in an organic
solar cell to convert light into available electric power. This process has four main
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steps: light absorption, dissociation of excitons into charges, charge separation
and charge collection at the electrodes (figure 2.9). At each step, there are loss
mechanisms that decrease the efficiency of the organic solar cell. These will be
described in detail in the next paragraphs.
Exciton
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Bimolecular
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Free
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Trap-assisted
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Space-charge
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Figure 2.9: Jablonski diagram showing all the processes and loss mechanism in
organic solar cells.

2.4.1

Light Absorption

Phenomenologically, the absorption of light is measured as a coefficient of absorption that describes the thickness of material needed to absorb light, following the
Beer-Lambert law I = I0 e−αd , where α is the absorption coefficient and d is the
thickness of the material. In semiconducting polymers, α is usually on the order
of 105 cm−1 , therefore, in order to absorb a large portion of the incoming light,
the active layer of an organic solar cell needs to be around a hundred nanometres
thick.
From a more theoretical point of view, whenever we shine light on a polymer
sample, the interaction between polymer chains and the electromagnetic radiation
may result in the absorption of photons and the creation of excitons. The rate
of such a transition to happen is computed with time-dependent perturbation
theory and is given by Fermi’s golden rule [28]. For unique initial and final states,
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it says that
Ti→f =

2π
cI |Ψi i |2 δ(Ef − Ei ),
| hΨf | H
~

(2.25)

cI is the time-dependent perturbation hamiltonian and |Ψi i and |Ψf i are
where H
the molecular orbital of the initial and final states respectively.
ci = p
b ·E(t) where p
b is the electronic
The interaction Hamiltonian is given by H
dipole moment operator and E(t) is the electric field corresponding to the light.
Assuming that E(t) = E0 (exp(iωt) + exp(−iωt)), it can be shown [28] that the
transition rate from the ground state to an excited state is
Tgs→es =

2π
|E0 |2 |µgs→es |2 δ(Ees − Egs + ~ω)
3~2

(2.26)

with Ees the energy of the excited state, Egs the energy of the ground state, and
µgs→es = hψes | pb |ψgs i .

(2.27)

Then, by identifying the change in light intensity with the rate of photon
absorption, we can compute the absorption coefficient α, thus linking the phenomenological and the theoretical description [28]:
α(ω) =

2.4.2

2πωn
|µgs→es |2 δ(Ees − Egs + ~ω)
3~0 c

(2.28)

Photoinduced Charge Transfer and Heterojunctions

We have seen previously (section 2.3.4) that the absorption of light in conjugated
polymers leads to neutral excitons rather than free charges. Therefore, in order
to be able to use charges in an external circuit it is necessary to dissociate these
excitons into charges.
Excitons can be dissociated at an interface between two materials provided
that they have appropriate energy levels and form a type-II heterojunction (see
figure 2.10).
A classical way to study whether charge transfer is happening in a blend is via
photoluminescence spectroscopy [41]. If exciton dissociation happens, it prevents
emissive exciton decay, and therefore quenches the fluorescence. At the interface
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Figure 2.10: Schematic of the energy diagram of a type-I heterojunction (a) and
a type-II heterojunction (b). Interfaces promote either energy transfer or charge
transfer.

between molecular or polymeric electron donor and electron acceptor, the charge
transfer has often been reported to be a very quick and efficient process, leading
to very strong quenching of the polymer fluorescence [42].
2.4.2.1

Marcus Theory

One way to understand photoinduced charge transfer is to look at it in the light
of Marcus theory. Marcus theory is a general framework for interpreting rates in
electron transfer reactions [43; 44]. When the donor polymer absorbs a photon,
the system is excited into a D∗ − A state that corresponds to an exciton. For the
dissociation to happen, a transition to the D+ − A− state is necessary. According
to the Franck-Condon principle, this transition need to happen vertically, and
in order to conserve energy it has to take place at the intersection between the
D∗ − A parabola and the D+ − A− parabola (see figure 2.11).
Therefore, although the electron transfer is thermodynamically favourable,
there is a kinetic barrier ∆G† to be overcome. Marcus theory assumes that the
energy versus reaction coordinate graph of a particular state is a parabola, and
defines λ as the reorganisation energy, and ∆G0 the energy difference between
the minima of the parabola corresponding to the D∗ − A and to the D+ − A−
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Figure 2.11: Schematic illustrating Marcus theory of electron transfer.

states. From these hypotheses, it is easy to show that
∆G† =

(λ + ∆G0 )2
.
4λ

(2.29)

Therefore, the rate can be expressed, following Fermi’s golden rule, as:
kET



2π 2
2π
(λ + ∆G0 )2
2
=
V FC = √
V exp −
~
4λ
~ 4πλkT

(2.30)

where F C is the Franck-Condon factor.

2.4.3

Free Charge Generation and Geminate Recombination

After exciton dissociation, it has been well documented that the charges are not
yet free. Because of the short separation distance of electrons and holes, they are
still bound by a very strong coulomb interaction. The coulomb potential between
an electron and a hole is
V =

e2
.
4πr 0 r

(2.31)

Hence, it is easy to see that for two charges separated by a few nanometres, in
an organic medium whose dielectric constant is 3-4, the coulomb interaction will
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be in the range of 0.1 to 0.5 eV, a very significant value compared to the thermal
energy at room temperature (kT = 0.025 eV).
2.4.3.1

Onsager-Braun Model

Lars Onsager was the first, in 1938, to quantitatively describe the separation
of two charges bound by the coulombic interaction [45]. In a process where an
electron-hole pair is created in a weak electrolyte, he computed the probability
P (E) that these charges will effectively separate.

Figure 2.12: Energy of a bound charge pair as a function of the distance between
electron and hole in the Onsager model. Reproduced from [46].

His model assumes that charges undergo Brownian motion, and that they are
created at a distance a, called the thermalisation distance, from one another. His
criterion for separated charges is that the distance between charges becomes so
that the coulombic interaction is smaller than the thermal energy. He therefore
defined the coulombic capture radius (or Onsager radius) as
rc =

e2
.
4πr 0 kT

(2.32)

In the Onsager model, the charge pair recombine if the distance between
them falls to zero. In 1984, Braun showed that this condition was not sufficient,
especially in solids [47]. He therefore introduced a competition between separation
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and recombination
P (E) =

ks (E)
kr + ks (E)

(2.33)

Energy

where kr and ks are the recombination and separation rates respectively.

D*- A
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kd

D+- A -
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Figure 2.13: Energy of a bound charge pair as a function of the distance between
electron and hole in the Onsager-Braun model. Adapted from [48].

Then, using the expressions from Fuoss and Accascina [49] for the dissociation
rate constant and from Langevin [50] for the recombination rate he computed the
dissociation rate at zero field as:


hµi e 3
∆Ec
ks (0) = kL K(0) =
exp −
hr i 0 4πa3
kT

(2.34)

where ∆Ec is simply the initial coulombic energy of the charge pair:
e2
∆Ec =
.
4πhr i0 a

(2.35)

Finally, using the Onsager expression for the field dependence of dissociation rate
constant [51], he establishes the recombination rate ks (E) as

ks (E) =

3 hµi e
exp
4π hr i 0 a3



h
i
 J 2√2(−b)−1/2
1
−∆Ec
√
kT
2(−b−1/2 )
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where J1 is the first order Bessel function and b is a field-dependent parameter:
h √
i


J1 2 2(−b)−1/2
b3
b2
√
+ ...
= 1+b+ +
3
18
2(−b−1/2 )
e3 E
b=
.
8π hr i 0 k 2 T 2

(2.37)
(2.38)

Several refinements have been attempted to improve the quality of the description of the organic devices: Blom and coworkers, arguing that in disordered
polymers there was no reason for the thermalisation distance a to be unique,
have used a distribution of separation distances [52]. The dissociation probability
P (E) then becomes
Z
P (T, E) = NF

∞

P (r, T, E)F (r)dx,

(2.39)

0

where P (r, T, E) is given by equation 2.34, F (r) describes the distribution of
thermalisation distances and NF is a normalisation factor. This model succeed
in quantitatively predicting the photocurrent generation in PPV:PCBM blends
[52].
Nevertheless, this model predicts charge pair lifetimes on the order of 1 µs,
which does not agree with the recent measurements: in the last few years, numerous reports have measured experimentally the geminate pair lifetime by transient
absorption and found values between 0.1 and 10 ns [53; 54; 55; 56; 57]. To account
for this discrepancy, Deibel et al. [58] have proposed a model including charge delocalisation to explain the efficient free charge generation in photovoltaic devices
even at low field. Tachiya and Sano have also proposed a slightly different model
[59; 60] taking into account the possibility that separated charges can recombine
and re-dissociate.

2.4.4

Bimolecular Recombination

Classically, bimolecular recombination is treated by Langevin’s theory [50]. It describes the rate constant at which opposite charges meet in a particular medium.
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Assuming that the mean free path λ is larger than the capture radius [27],
we can see the recombination as the drift of charges towards one another under
the action of the coulombic field. “Recombination” is considered to happen when
the distance between the charges is reduced below the capture radius rc . It is
equivalent to consider that one carrier type (for example the holes) is drifting
towards the other (for example the electrons) with a mobility equal to the sum
of electron and hole mobilities, while the electrons are immobile. The number of
holes recombining with a particular electron per unit of time is, by definition of
γ:
R1e = γpe

(2.40)

where p is the density of holes. R1e is also the number of charges crossing the
sphere of radius rc per unit of time:
R1e = A × J(rc )
pe(µe + µh )e
R1e = 4πrc2 ×
4π0 r rc2
pe2 (µe + µh )
R1e =
0 r

(2.41)
(2.42)
(2.43)

Therefore, the rate constant is given by
γ=

e(µe + µh )
0 r

(2.44)

and the total number of recombination event per unit of time and volume is:
R = γpn.

(2.45)

Hence, bimolecular recombination is linear with both the concentration of
holes and the concentration of electrons. Both are linear with light intensity,
therefore bimolecular recombination is quadratic with light intensity. The higher
the intensity, the more this phenomenon will affect the solar cell.
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2.4.5

Charge Transport Issues

Charge transport and mobility have also been reported to be important parameters in solar cells, because of their influence on geminate recombination [52; 61]
and bimolecular recombination [62; 63].
Mobilities can also cause limitations per se: as described theoretically by
Goodman and Rose [64] in case of very unbalanced electron and hole mobilities,
the slow carriers accumulate in the vicinity of their electrode and the electric
field in the photoactive layer is not uniform: it is stronger close to the electrode
collecting the slower carrier and weaker on the other side of the device. This inhomogeneous field balances electron and hole currents: by considering that the
photocurrent is given both by the space-charge-limited current over the region of
enhanced field and by the amount of photogenerated charge in this region, it can
be shown that the space-charge-limited current is

Jph = e

90 r µ
8e

1/4

G3/4 V 1/2 ,

(2.46)

where µ is the mobility of the slower carrier, and G is the charge generation
rate, proportional to the illumination intensity. We can see that the photocurrent
exhibits a square root dependence on the voltage and a three-quarter power dependence on the light intensity. This was observed experimentally in the case of
organic solar cells by Mihailetchi et al. [65].
For these reasons, and also because it is the most important process in organic
field-effect transistors, charge transport in organic semi-conductors has been studied extensively over the years [66]. Plenty of models and description have been
found, but there is still no single framework that describes completely charge
transport in semiconducting polymers [27]. In this section, I will very briefly describe the experimental methods to measure mobility and the different theoretical
frameworks to understand charge transport in organic semiconductors. Reviews
treating these questions in more details can be found in the literature [66; 67; 68].
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2.4.5.1

Experimental Measurements of the Mobility

There are many ways to measure the mobility in organic semi-conductors. I will
briefly describe the most common.
Transistor mobility: A transistor is a three-electrode device: the source and
drain are two electrodes separated by a few µm of organic semiconductor, the
channel. The gate is separated from the channel by a dielectric material. By
applying an electric potential VG to the gate, the channel is made conductive,
and upon application of a voltage between source and drain, charges flow across
the channel. Upon increasing in the source-drain voltage (VSD ), the current is
first proportional to VSD and then saturates to a value that does not depend on
VSD . By measuring the source-drain current ISC , we can deduce the mobility in
the linear regime as
ISD =

W
µC(VG − VT )VSD
L

(2.47)

W
µC(VG − VT )2
2L

(2.48)

and in the saturated regime as
ISD =

where W is the width of the channel, L is its length, VT is the threshold voltage
where the current starts to rise and C is the capacitance of the gate dielectric
[66; 69]. This method measures mobilities at charge carrier densities that are
higher than typical in an organic solar cell, and therefore usually gives values
that are a higher estimate of the mobility [70]. Also the geometry is different:
instead of measuring the mobility vertically like in a solar cell, it is measured
horizontally.
Space-charge-limited diode mobility: In diode configuration, we measure the
current that flows through a sandwich diode similar to an LED or a solar cell
and, by assuming that the current is limited by the space charge build-up in the
device we can measure the mobility. By inserting a Poole-Frenkel field dependent
mobility into Child law we obtain the current density [71; 72]


p
9
V2
J = 0 r µ0 3 exp 0.891γ V /L
8
L
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where L is the layer thickness.
This method relies on the fact that the device is space-charge limited. This
is usually the case in devices at high forward bias, nevertheless, it is necessary
to keep in mind that it can also be injection limited. This method measures the
mobility at higher electric field than in the typical solar cell. Although this is
taken into account explicitly in the computation, the mobility at zero-field is
only extrapolated from the data, and it can be asked whether this interpolation
is valid.
Time-of-flight mobility: The third method to measure mobility is time-offlight. An organic layer which is a few µm thick is sandwiched between two electrodes, and photoexcited at one side of the film. On the application of an electric
field, one type of carrier is carried through the film. By measuring the time that
it takes the charges to cross the film (τtr ), the mobility is deduced by
µ=
2.4.5.2

d2
.
V τtr

(2.50)

Theoretical Frameworks

Carrier motion in solids can be described by two extreme models. If the charge
is highly delocalised, and move as a plane wave in a band, the transport is said
to be band-like. This is usually the case in perfect crystals, where the scattering
time and the mean free path are large. An archetypical example of this type of
transport is given by holes in germanium. Experimentally, this is characterised by
a large mobility that decreases with temperature following µ ∝ T −n with n > 1
because of scattering by thermal phonons [27].
On the contrary, if the carriers are extremely localised, they move by hopping
from site to site and are constantly scattered. This gives smaller mobilities that
increase with temperature [27].
Whereas band-like transport has been observed in some ordered molecular
crystals, localised transport is more common in organic semiconductors. Because
of the large spatial and energetic disorder of polymers, the localisation of the
charges is high. In particular, in the polymers and fullerene derivative studied
in this thesis, it is assumed that the transport is hopping-like. There are many
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models to describe this kind of transport, one of the most common used for
organic semiconductor is the Bässler model of hopping in Gaussian disorder.
It describes charge transport in organic semi-conductor as hopping events in
a Gaussian disorder [73; 74]. Bässler and coworkers supposed that the density of
states was described by a Gaussian profile, and that the charges were transported
by hopping between localised sites. They used the Miller-Abraham expression for
the rate of hopping between a site i and a site j separated by a distance ∆rij
[75]:


∆ij
wij = v0 exp −2α∆rij −
kT
wij = v0 exp (−2α∆rij )

for ∆ij < 0

(2.51)

for ∆ij > 0

(2.52)

where v0 is the attempt frequency and ∆ij is the difference in energy between
site i and site j.
Using this formula to perform Monte-carlo simulations, Bässler et al. showed
that the charge mobility in an organic medium varies with temperature, electric
field and disorder:

µ = µ0 exp




 σ 2
−2  σ 2
2
1/2
−Σ
exp CE
3 kT
kT

(2.53)

with σ the energetic disorder, Σ the positional disorder (Σ > 1.5), C and µ0
constants and E the electric field.
More recently, extended gaussian disordered models and models based on
combinations of exponential and gaussian densities of states were introduced [76;
77; 78; 79], in particular to take into account the dependence of the mobility on
carrier density reported by Tanase et al. [70].

2.4.6

Charge Collection and Device Structure

Finally the charges need to be collected at the electrodes. In order to improve
as much as possible the collection, the hole electrode work function should be
aligned with the HOMO level of the electron donor material and the negative
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electrode work function should be aligned with the LUMO of the electron accepting polymer, so that the contact is ohmic and that the difference between the
electrode work functions, that will define the built-in field is as high as possible.
The devices are built as a vertical stack of layers. In the regular architecture,
on top of the substrate, we can find from bottom to top: the positive electrode,
ITO/PEDOT:PSS, the photoactive organic layer, and on top, the negative electrode, usually aluminium or calcium deposited by evaporation (see figure 2.14).

Figure 2.14: Schematic of the architecture of an organic solar cell, in the regular
architecture. Image reproduced from [80].

It has also been reported that the quality of the collecting contact was also
influenced by surface effects, the quality of the interface created, and the stability
of the material, therefore all of these parameters have to be considered for the
choice of the electrode [81].

2.5

Optimising Organic Solar Cells for Commercial Development

2.5.1

Blend Morphology and Phase Separation

The first strategy to build solar cells was to use bilayers [22]. Nevertheless, the
exciton diffusion length is believed to be 5-10 nm [38; 39; 82; 83], about an order
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of magnitude smaller than the thickness needed to harvest a significant portion
of the incoming light. Therefore these cells had a limited efficiency [84].
In the mid-nineties, the bulk heterojunction (BHJ) approach allowed the efficiencies of organic solar cells to be greatly improved [84; 85]. It was discovered
that, by blending electron donor and electron acceptor into a unique layer, it
was possible to form networks of donor and acceptor that had a vastly increased
surface/volume ratio and which allowed most of excitons to be dissociated and
allowed charges to be transported to their respective electrode. Figure 2.15 shows
a schematic picture of the principle of a BHJ.

Figure 2.15: A sketch of a bulk heterojunction. Image reproduced from [86]
.

It is well established that the phase separation and blend morphology have
an immense impact on the performance of solar cells [87]. Several parameters are
of importance.
First, the size of the domains in the blend matters. Smaller domains favour a
better exciton dissociation. On the other hand, larger domains are necessary to
promote charge transport. Therefore a trade-off is necessary. It has been argued
that the ideal domain size is a few tens of nanometres, slightly higher than the
exciton diffusion length [41; 88].
Second, the blend morphology needs to have interconnected networks of the
two polymers [89]. There must be a route for each generated charge to reach its
electrode. Therefore, a hierarchical morphology with inclusion of one material
within the domains of the other is detrimental to the cell efficiency [90; 91].
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The vertical distribution of the two materials is also of importance. It has been
argued that if the blend is richer in electron acceptor close the hole-collecting
electrode, it is detrimental for the device performance. This is sometimes a motivation to use inverted devices to benefit from the more favourable vertical phase
separation [92; 93].
Finally, the crystallinity of the components into the blend is also of importance, as it has been reported that crystalline phase often exhibit higher mobilities
which are beneficial for charge separation and transport [94; 95].
Because of the vital importance of blend morphology, a lot of research has been
done on that topic. Many direct and indirect methods to study the morphology
have been tried [87]: imaging techniques such as transmission electron microscopy
[96; 97; 98], atomic force microscopy, scanning near-field optical microscopy [99]
have become very commonly used. Diverse X-ray techniques are increasingly used
for imaging [90] or to study the crystallinity [100; 101; 102; 103]. Chemical analysis
methods such as photoelectron spectroscopy [92; 93] are also gaining momentum.
Theoretically, the blend formation can be understood as the evolution of a
ternary system, (electron donor, electron acceptor, solvent) towards a binary when
the solvent is evaporating (Figure 2.16).

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.16: (a) Phase diagram of a two-component blend as modelled by the regular solution model. Reproduced from [104] (b) Schematic ternary phase diagram
of a polymer-fullerene-solvent system. Reproduced from [87].

In general, the organic blends that we work with are not miscible [104]: their
interaction parameter as defined, for example in Flory-Huggins theory, is such
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that the organic binary is in the upper part of the diagram in Figure 2.16(a).
Therefore the blend will be either metastable or unstable. Nevertheless, when the
solvent has completely evaporated, the blend is in the solid state and it can be
considered to be kinetically blocked in whatever morphology has been reached,
unless the components are annealed above their glass transition temperature.
Therefore the blend formation is controlled by a subtle interplay between kinetic
and thermodynamic parameters which is currently not fully understood. It is
nevertheless clear that the drying time [87], the respective solubility of the two
components in the solvent [87; 105] and the degree of interaction between the
materials play a role.
The fact that the blend is kinetically frozen rather than thermodynamically
stable also has consequences for the stability of the device. It has been proposed
that the morphology keeps evolving slowly over the years in devices, leading to
a degradation of performance, no matter how well the device is protected from
moisture and oxygen [106].
Many methods have been proposed to control the blend morphology. Optimising the photovoltaic efficiency by choosing the right solvent, or mix of solvents [107] is a long-used method. Since the discovery of the very large effects it
has on P3HT:PCBM blends, annealing is also a widely used method [94; 108].
More recently, it has been shown that the addition of small amounts of cosolvent
[109; 110] could be extremely beneficial. Other methods such as solvent annealing, controlled drying, and the modification of the surface have also been used
successfully [111].

2.5.2

New Materials

The chemical structures of the donor and acceptor materials determine most of
their physical and electronic properties. The chemical tunability is often viewed
as one of the major advantages of organic electronics. Indeed, most of the recent
breakthroughs in organic photovoltaic efficiency have come through the introduction of new materials.
Numerous parameters need to be optimised for a combination of organic
materials to give efficient solar cells. Most importantly, the energy levels and
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bandgaps need to be fine tuned. As for every solar cell, there is a trade-off between open-circuit voltage and short-circuit current as described by Shockley and
Queisser [112] in the general case: the maximum achievable VOC is smaller than
the bandgap and only the photons whose energy is above the bandgap can be
absorbed, therefore the lower the bandgap, the lower the voltage but the higher
the current.
For organic solar cells, a similar calculation can be done, nevertheless, there is
an extra constraint: the two materials must form a type-II heterojunction 2.4.2.
The limit of the VOC is the diagonal bandgap (donor HOMO - acceptor LUMO) of
the couple, and for the limit of the JSC is set by the smaller of the two bandgaps.
This computation has been done in the case of polymer:fullerene solar cells,
and it was found that the optimal bandgap is around 1.5 to 1.7eV [113] as can
be seen in figure 2.17.

Figure 2.17: Maximum achievable power for a polymer:PCBM solar cell as a
function of the bandgap and the LUMO level. Reproduced from [113].

Poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT), has long been successfully used as a donor
polymer [94; 114], although it has a bandgap of 1.9eV, larger than the optimal
value.
In order to keep improving the efficiencies it has been necessary to find a
way to lower the bandgap of donor polymers. A popular design of low-bandgap
materials is that of copolymers whose backbone consists of alternating electronrich (electron donating) and electron-deficient (electron accepting) units. This
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yields internal donor-acceptor structures, with advantages of tunable optical,
electrochemical and electronic properties. This technique, relatively recently introduced in the field, [115; 116] has met great success in improving the efficiency
of polymer:fullerene solar cells, in particular using polycarbazoles [109; 117] and
thienothiophene [118]. Power conversion efficiencies above 6-7 % were achieved.
Nevertheless, finding the appropriate donor and acceptor sub-groups to optimise the energy levels is not a sufficient condition to obtain efficient solar cells.
There are many parameters that can be changed: molecular weight of the polymer, presence, size, position, shape, composition of the side chains etc. These
parameters are used to obtain other desirable properties such as solubility, processability, mobility, crystallinity and favourable blend morphology. Nevertheless,
the knowledge on how to design an efficient polymer photovoltaics is still largely
empirical. Although several attempts towards rationalisation have been made
[113; 119; 120; 121], and some interesting necessary conditions have been derived,
it is ultimately not yet possible to determine whether a polymer is promising or
not before trying it out, and the field still progresses more by trial and error than
by rational design.

2.5.3

Electrodes and Substrates

The question of electrodes and substrates has vital consequences for the economics
of organic solar power and on the features (lifetime, flexibility) of the devices.
Therefore, with the start of industrial development, these topics have benefited
from an increasing interest.
2.5.3.1

Transparent Electrode

The first problem is the transparent electrode. As the active layer has to be sandwiched between the electrodes, it is necessary to have one transparent electrode.
At the moment, the standard material for transparent electrode is tin-doped indium oxide (ITO), a solid solution composed of approximately 90% In2 O3 and
10% SnO2 . Indium is relatively rare on earth, therefore the price of ITO is relatively high, and there are worries that the price of ITO might increase dramatically if broadly adopted electronics were to require large amounts of it.
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A number of different paths are possible to avoid using ITO. Research has been
done in alternative transparent conductive oxide that contains no, or less, indium
such as aluminium doped zinc oxide (AZO). Nevertheless, ITO is better than AZO
in terms of transparency, conductivity and stability. Carbon nanotubes [122] or
metal nanowires [123; 124] as a transparent conductive materials have also been
tried and have had reasonable success in organic solar cells. Conductive polymers
such as PEDOT:PSS [125] and polyaniline [126] are also under investigation for
such purposes, but are still limited because of their low conductivity.
2.5.3.2

Substrates and Flexibility

One of the frequently mentioned advantages of organic electronics is the possibility to have flexible devices. Nevertheless, in most laboratories in the world,
the experimental devices are prepared on glass substrates, which are rigid. In
order to build a flexible device, other substrates, usually plastic materials such as
polyethylene terephthalate (PET) or polyethylene naphthalate (PEN) [127; 128],
have to be used. These new substrates have a much higher permeability to oxygen and water [106] and different surface energy and surface properties. This can
create technological problems such as dewetting or accelerated degradation in the
solar cell.
2.5.3.3

Top Electrode

At the moment, the top electrode deposition is still typically done via evaporation,
a process that has to be carried at high vacuum (typically 10−6 mBar). This step
can be a bottleneck pushing up the price of organic solar cells.
Some strategies to fabricate top electrodes under ambient conditions have been
investigated. Gaynor et al. have demonstrated electrode preparation by laminating nanowires on top of the solar cell [124]. Krebs and coworkers have investigated
several routes: using silver nanoparticles dispersed in water [129], or using PEDOT:PSS and silver grids in an inverted architecture [130]. Nevertheless all these
methods still require a lot of optimisation.
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2.5.4

Deposition Techniques

In laboratories, for small-scale devices, the most commonly used deposition techniques for the organic layers is spin-coating. Nevertheless, this method does not
allow for continuous coating, necessary for large-scale fabrication. In order to
go towards commercial development of organic solar-cells, or more generally of
organic electronics, many techniques that are more compatible with large-scale
preparation have been investigated [128] such as inkjet-printing [131], screenprinting [127; 132], doctor-blading [133] etc.
All these methods are suitable for processing from solution, nevertheless they
differ strongly in many parameters. The viscosity of the ink they can print differs,
making the printing of organic solar cells more or less difficult. Their ability to
print patterns and the resolution of these patterns is important for cell design
and the range of wet film thickness also has significant implications for the cell
optimisation. Finally, the coating speed and the suitability for large areas coating
are obviously economically important.
For applications where lateral resolution is vital, such as organic transistors,
inkjet printing obtained very convincing results [134]. For organic solar cells,
though, the criteria are very different. Although the ability to print a pattern is
important, there is no need for a high resolution. The speed of coating, though,
impacts greatly the final price of the solar cell, hence, roll-to-roll compatible
techniques such as knife-over-edge coating, slot die coating or gravure coating are
favoured [128; 130; 135].
Nevertheless, every new deposition method strongly affects the drying processes and therefore the morphology and efficiencies of the solar cells. Therefore, every new deposition technique requires an optimisation of its own. Hence,
research topics related to deposition techniques are becoming more and more
important.
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Chapter 3
Methods
3.1
3.1.1

Devices
Photovoltaic Device Preparation

All the devices in this thesis were prepared in the “regular architecture”, which
means that the hole-collecting electrode is at the bottom and the electron-collecting
electrode at the top. Unless otherwise stated the preparation was always done according to the following procedure ITO-patterned glass substrates were sonicated
in acetone and isopropanol for ten minutes each and then etched with an oxygen plasma for ten minutes at 250 W. Immediately afterwards, a 40 nm thick
layer of PEDOT:PSS (Cambridge Display Technology Ltd.) was spin-coated in
air and annealed for 30 minutes at 170-180◦ C under a nitrogen flow. The active
layers, blends of donor and acceptor materials were subsequently deposited via
spin-coating. The details of the active layer preparation vary from device type
to device type and are described in the corresponding chapters. 100 nm-thick
aluminium electrodes were deposited through a shadow mask via thermal evaporation in vacuum (approximately 10−6 mbar). The overlap between the electrodes
was 4.5 mm2 . Finally the devices were encapsulated with epoxy resin and a glass
cover-slide for measurements in air.
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3.1.2

Characterisation of the Photovoltaic Devices

The characterisation of the solar cells prepared following the routine described in
the previous section is based upon two different measurements. First, the wavelength response of the solar cell is measured by computing the external quantum
efficiency (EQE) of the device at low light intensity. Second, the J-V characteristics of the device at one sun is measured in order to compute the device F F ,
VOC and JSC (see section 4.1).
To measure precisely the EQE, the setup below (figure 3.1) is used. First,
the setup is calibrated: a calibrated photodiode is placed in position (5), and
for each wavelength, the light intensity in (5) and the response in voltage (after
amplification) of the photodiode (4) are measured. Then, the measurement itself is
carried out by placing the experimental photovoltaic device in (5) and measuring
its photocurrent (i.e. the difference between the current in the dark and the
current under illumination) at the same time as the response of the photodiode
(4). Assuming linearity of the photodetector, we can compute the light intensity
received by the device (usually around 1 W/m2 for our setup). This technique
allows precise measurements despite the instability of the light source. It is then
possible to compute the number of incident photons and collected electrons and
to deduce the EQE as a function of the wavelength.
The response of the cell under 1 sun is measured under a solar simulator
according to the following procedure. The AM1.5 solar spectrum is approximated
by the solar simulator light source (Oriel). In order to have a precise value for
the efficiency, the measurement is corrected for the mismatch factor.
The mismatch factor is calculated following Seaman [136]. We use a preexisting
measurement of the relative spectrum of the solar simulator, together with the
knowledge of the standard AM1.5 spectrum, the response in wavelength of a
standard calibrated cell (given by the manufacturer) and the spectral response of
the test cell measured as described previously.
From the computation of the mismatch factor, the light intensity of the solar simulator is then adjusted to be equivalent to AM1.5 at 1000 W/m2 for the
test cell. The IV curve of the device is then measured in the dark and under
illumination using a Keithley 236 Source Measure Unit.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of the EQE measurement setups. (1) Halogen light bulb
(Oriel), (2) monochromator (Bentham M300), (3) semi-transparent mirror (4)
photodetector (5) photovoltaic device in measurement mode and calibrated photodiode in calibration mode, (6) convergent lenses. Currents were recorded using
a Keithley 236 Source Measure Unit.

From these two sets of basics characterisation, the important figures of merit
of the solar cells are derived.

3.1.3

Transistors for Mobility Measurement

In order to measure charge mobility in organic semiconductors, organic transistors were fabricated in the bottom-gate, bottom-contact geometry. The contacts
were made of gold and the dielectric was SiO2 covered with a monolayer of octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS). The drain current was measured in the saturation
regime by applying 60 V between the drain and the source and the mobility was
extracted by fitting Id with the standard formula [66; 69]:
Id =

W
µC(VG − VT )2
2L

(3.1)

where W , the channel width is 10 mm, L, the channel length is 5 µm and Ci , the
capacitance per unit area of the dielectric, is 11.5 nF/cm2 . VG is the gate voltage
and VT is the threshold voltage.
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3.2
3.2.1

Spectroscopy
Photoluminescence Techniques

Photoluminescence spectroscopy covers all the experiments where a sample is
photoexcited in order to measure the light that it re-emits.
The most usual way to measure photoluminescence is to illuminate the sample
with a fixed wavelength, either from a laser or from another monochromatic source
and to collect the spectrum of the emission. It can also be of interest, in some
cases, to vary the excitation wavelength and monitor the amount of light which is
emitted at a particular fixed wavelength. Such a spectrum is termed an excitation
spectrum.
It is sometimes interesting to perform quantitative photoluminescence studies i.e. to determine quantitatively how many photons are emitted per incident
photon. This efficiency is termed photoluminescence quantum efficiency (PLQE)
Assuming that every photon absorbed excites an electron from the HOMO to the
LUMO, and that all electrons excited finally relax, PLQE gives a quantitative
comparison of the likelihood of radiative decay compared to non-radiative decay.
In this thesis, measurement of the efficiency of photoluminescence are done in
two different manners.
In order to measure precise values of PLQE, I followed the method from de
Mello et al. [137]. PLQE is determined by measuring spectral responses to a laser
excitation in an integrating sphere.
Three spectra are recorded (see figure 3.2): the response of the empty sphere
(a), the response of the sample in the sphere when laser does not hit it directly
(b) and the response of the sample in the integrating sphere when it is directly
excited with the laser (c). Out of each of these three spectra, we can determine the
amount of remaining laser light (L, the integral of the laser peak) and the amount
of light re-emitted by the sample (P , the integral of the photoluminescence peak
of the sample).
The PLQE η is then given by
η=

Pc − (1 − A)Pb
La A
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of the PLQE procedure. (a) empty sphere, (b) laser offsample, the sample is excited by the light scattered by the sphere (c) laser onsample, the sample is excited by a combination of the direct laser light and
scattered light.

where


Lc 
.
A= 1−
Lb

(3.3)

It needs to be mentioned that the integrating sphere has a very low throughput, typically on the order of 10−3 and that excitation intensity cannot be very
high to avoid the saturation of the detection system and the photo-oxidation of
the polymer. Therefore, in order to use this technique, the PLQE needs to be
reasonably high, typically above 1%. This is therefore appropriate for pristine
polymers, or blends that undergo energy transfer.
Blends that undergo very efficient charge transfer, such as the polymer:fullerene
blends used for organic photovoltaics are typically strongly quenched, by several
order of magnitude compared to the pristine materials. This is therefore too low
for measuring the PLQE in the integrating sphere. It is nevertheless possible to estimate by what factor the photoluminescence in the pristine material is quenched
by addition of PCBM. The peak photoluminescence is measured in both prisitne
polymer and polymer:PCBM blends and normalised for the absorption. The blend
is then divided by the pristine value to get the relative intensity. Hence,
relative intensity =

blend peak luminescence/blend peak absorption
. (3.4)
pristine peak luminescence/pristine peak absorption
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This method is less precise than the integrating sphere methods but it allows
for orders of magnitudes to be estimated when the quenching is efficient.
Two different setups were used for these experiments: a commercial fluorimeter
(VARIAN Cary Eclipse Fluorescence Spectrophotometer) and a set up consisting
of a Coherent Innova 300 argon laser, an integrating sphere and an Oriel Instaspec
IV spectrometer. The fluorimeter can determine absorption or emission spectra,
and has a good sensitivity, while the laser set-up can be used for emission spectra and precise PLQE measurements, but not for excitation spectra. UV-visible
absorption spectra were measured with a Hewlett Packard HP8453 UV-visible
spectrophotometer.

3.2.2

Transient Absorption Spectroscopy

3.2.2.1

Experimental Setup

All the transient absorption spectroscopy (TAS) work in this thesis was done in
collaboration with Philipp Oberhumer. A detailed description of the TA setup
can be found elsewhere [138; 139].
The principle of TAS is explained in figure 3.3. TAS is a time-resolved pumpprobe spectroscopy technique. The sample is first excited with a monochromatic
pulse, the pump. The changes in transmission of the sample due to the excitation
are measured by two pulses of white light, the probe, that overlaps with the pump
beam and the reference that hits the sample without overlapping with the pump.
The delay between the the pump and the broadband pulses is controlled, and by
varying it, it is possible to track the evolution of the transmission spectrum with
time.
The transmitted spectrum is computed from the probe. The spectrum of the
reference allows us to correct for the variation with time of the spectrum of the
broadband pulse. These two spectra are measured by a monochromator coupled
to a photodiode array. The experimental setup in the case of subpicosecond TA
is shown in Figure 3.4
Every second pump pulse is blocked by an optical chopper to measure the
ground state transmission T0 (λ). When the pump pulse is not blocked, measuring
the transmission of the probe gives T (λ) at the time t given by the delay between
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Figure 3.3: Schematic depicting the principle of transient absorption spectroscopy.
Reproduced from [140].

pump and probe. This way, it is easy to compare the ground state and excited
transmission to compute
∆T /T (λ) =

T (λ) − T0 (λ)
T0 (λ)

(3.5)

at a fixed t and then to vary the delay between pump and probe in order to obtain
∆T /T (λ, t).
Sub-picosecond TAS:Transient absorption from 500 fs to 2 ns measurements
(see Figure 3.4) was carried out using an optical parametric amplifier (OPA,
TOPAS) tuned to 500 nm as the excitation source and the broadband output of
a noncolinear OPA spanning from around 500 to 780 nm was used as probe pulse.
To achieve time-resolution down to the optical pulse-length of ≈ 100 fs, the probe
pulse was delayed via a mechanical delay stage (Newport). The excitation fluence
for the short-time measurements was 60 µJ/cm2 /pulse.
Nanosecond TAS: For the long-time measurements from 2 ns upwards, the
same system was used for the probe but the pump was generated at 532 nm
and 500 Hz with the second harmonic of a Q-switched Nd:YVO4 laser (AOTYVO-25QSPX, Advanced Optical Technologies Ltd). The pump-probe delay time
was controlled with an electrical delay generator (DG-565, Stanford Research
Systems).
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Figure 3.4: Schematic depicting the experimental setup of the subpicosecond transient absorption setup.

3.2.2.2

Physical Processes

There are three main mechanisms that generate signal in transient absorption
spectroscopy (See Figure 3.5).

∆T/T

GSB

SE
PIA

Figure 3.5: Schematic of a standard TAS spectrum.

By exciting the sample from the ground state to an excited state, the ground
state gets depopulated. Therefore the ground state absorption is less strong. This
gives a positive ∆T /T , at the same wavelength than the ground state absorption
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of the sample. This mechanism is called ground state bleach (GSB).
If the sample is excited in a photoluminescent state, the photons of the probe
can trigger stimulated emission (SE). The sample relax to the ground state
by emitting a photon coherent with the probe. The emitted photons are added
to the transmitted ones, therefore this mechanism increases the transmission and
create a positive ∆T /T signal at the same wavelength as the fluorescence.
Finally, the excited state can also be excited again into an higher lying state.
Therefore excited state have an absorption of their own, which is termed photoinduced absorption (PIA). By increasing absorption, this mechanism creates
a negative ∆T /T signal.

3.3
3.3.1

Imaging Techniques
Atomic Force Microscopy

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a surface sensitive imaging technique invented
in 1986 [141] to extend scanning tunnelling microscopy to insulating surfaces. The
principle is to measure the small forces between a cantilever and the surface of
interest by monitoring the small elastic distortion of the tip due to these forces.
For polymers and other soft materials, the AFM is usually used in tapping
mode. Rather than directly following the surface at a given distance by keeping
constant the force, the tip, seen as a spring of a known constant k, is made to
vibrate at a frequency close to its resonance f0 . Any force applied to the tip
disturbs this resonance. Hence, when the tip is at proximity of the sample, its
topography can be probed with a high precision, without damaging the surface
of the sample. In addition, this method also measures any change in the phase of
the oscillations due to the interaction with the substrate. Thus, the hardness of
the surface can be determined and this can provide additional information on the
surface. For example, in the case of a surface constituted of several different materials, it can sometimes help differentiating the different components, provided
that their mechanical properties are different enough.
The AFM scans in this thesis were monitored using a digital instruments
Dimension 3100 used in tapping mode.
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3.3.2

Electron Microscopy

The principle of electron microscopy, developed in the 1930’s by Ernst Ruska
[142; 143] is to use an electron beam instead of a light beam. Optical microscopes
are diffraction-limited to resolution on the order of the wavelength of light. However, the De Broglie wavelength of electrons is around a few pm, 5 orders of
magnitude smaller than light and therefore allow for a much better resolution
[144]. In addition, electrons being charged particles, they are relatively easy to
accelerate and manipulate via electric fields. Thus, it is possible to simulate, on
an electron beam, the effect of a glass lens on a light beam. This is done with
electromagnetic coils. These electromagnetic lenses can be focused by changing
the current that go through them. Therefore electron optics can be done very
similarly to light optics. Nevertheless, electrons are scattered by air, and electron
microscopy needs to be done in vacuum.
There are many different electron microscopy techniques. They differ in the
way the image is formed: directly by forming an enlarged image of the sample
in transmission electron microscopy (TEM) or by scanning across the sample
in scanning electron microscopy (SEM) or scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM).
Another fundamental distinction between the techniques is whether backscattered and secondary electrons (SEM) or transmitted electrons (TEM or STEM)
are collected. In the former case thick samples are used and the technique is
mostly surface sensitive (although for organic materials, the penetration depth
can be very significant). In the latter case, samples thin enough to be electrontransparent have to be used and these techniques are bulk sensitive.
The electron microscopy results in this thesis are mostly done by transmission
techniques, TEM and STEM. Below, I describe briefly the principle of these two
techniques.
3.3.2.1

Transmission Electron Microscopy

TEM is a lens-imaging technique, very similar to optical microscopes in its optics,
except that the samples are illuminated by an electron beam instead of a light
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beam. To obtain its very high magnification, an electron microscope also needs
more intermediate lenses than an optical microscope.
Figure 3.6 shows a schematic of the principle of TEM. The electron source (for
example a tungsten filament) emits electrons as a point source. These electrons
are sent by an electrostatic lens, the electron gun, into the condenser lenses that
control the illumination of the sample, ie. the brightness and the spot size. After
crossing the sample, the electrons are re-focused with another lens called the
objective lens. The contrast is created at this stage by discarding the scattered
electrons with the objective aperture (in bright field imaging). Magnification is
set by the intermediate lenses. Finally, the projector lens projects the image to
the screen. The experiments in this thesis were done using an FEI Philips Tecnai
20 TEM with acceleration voltages of 180 or 200 kV.
electron gun

condenser 1

condenser 2
condenser apperture

specimen
objective

objective apperture

intermediate lenses
projector lens

Magnified image

Figure 3.6: Principle of a TEM. Adapted from [145].
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3.3.2.2

Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy

Scanning transmission electron microscopes (STEM) also collect the electrons
transmitted by the sample, but rather than forming directly an image, the electron
beam is focused on a small area of the sample and used to probe the sample: some
electrons are transmitted, some others are scattered. The ratio of the former to
the latter creates the contrast: in bright field imaging, the scattered electrons are
blocked and the transmitted electrons are measured. In dark field imaging, on the
other hand, some of the scattered electrons are measured and the transmitted ones
are blocked. The collected electrons are measured without spatial resolution, and
the signal thus collected constitutes a pixel. Then the beam is moved all around
the area to probe in order to form the picture. My experiments were done using
the STEM mode of a Hitachi S-5500 In-Lens FE SEM. The acceleration voltage
was 30 kV.
electron gun

condenser

scan coils
objective

specimen
bright-field
detector

dark-field
detector

Figure 3.7: Principle of an STEM. Adapted from [145].
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3.3.2.3

Focused Ion-Beam and Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy

These two techniques are described in detail in the chapter where they are used.
The FIB system used was an SEM and Focused Ion Beam FEI Philips Dualbeam
Quanta 3D and the EDX experiments were performed with an Oxford instruments
Inca X-sight model 7772 with a detector area of 30 mm2 and 136 eV resolution at
5.9 keV, mounted on the Hitachi S-5500 In-Lens FE SEM used in STEM mode
at 30 kV.

3.4

Modelling

All the modelling was done by fitting the experimental data to analytical models
and extracting parameters. All the fits were done using OriginPro 8 (OriginLab
Corporation). The fitting parameters were extracted through the in-built nonlinear fitting function of Origin [146]. This section explains how this works.

3.4.1

Best Fit

The fit was done by least squares optimisation. For an experimental dataset
Y = {Yi , Xi }, a model function y = f (x, θ) was built, with x the variable and θ
the set of parameters.
The value of the parameters is computed by minimising
2

χ =

n
X

h
i2
ωi Yi − f (Xi , θ)

(3.6)

i=1

where {ωi } correspond to a particular weighting of the errors. In this thesis, either
uniform weighting (ωi = 1) or statistical weighting (ωi = Yi ) are used. When all
the experimental values to be fitted are of the same magnitude and that the
corresponding experimental errors are similar, uniform ωi allows all the data to
be taken into account uniformly.
Using the statistical weighting minimises the relative deviation from the model
instead of the absolute deviation. It prevents the larger values from dominating
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the model and enables us to account for experimental values that are orders of
magnitude lower than the maximal values.
In order to evaluate the fit, let us define T SS, the total sum of squares and
RSS, the residual sum of squares by
T SS =

n
X

(Yi − Y )2 ,

(3.7)

i

where Y is the mean of Y and
RSS =

n h
X

i2

Yi − f (Xi , θ) .

(3.8)

i

We can then assess the goodness of fit by calculating R2 :
R2 =

T SS − RSS
explained variation
=
.
total variation
T SS

(3.9)

RSS is always between 0 and 1. When it gets close to 1, it means that nearly all
the variation of the data is explained by the model.

3.4.2

Computation of Fitting Errors

Statistically, the error on the extracted parameters θj corresponds to the interval
around its real value in which the value of θj can vary without creating a deviation
between model and experiment significantly larger than the expected deviation,
due to experimental error and discrepancies from the model.
Therefore, it depends on the ratio between the expected deviation and the
deviation related to the change in θj .
If we move θj from its real value, the increase in the deviation can be approximated as
χ2 (θ + δθj ) − χ2 (θ) = ∇χ2 δθj + ∇2 χ2 δθj2 .

(3.10)

The first term in the right hand side is zero because θ is a minimum of χ2 . Let
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F be the partial derivative matrix defined as
Fij =

1 ∂f (X, θ)
σi
∂θj

.

(3.11)

Xi ,θ

In the quadratic approximation, it can be shown [147] that
∇2 χ2 = F > F.

(3.12)

The expected error is evaluated by the residual sum of squares that we get
after optimisation of the parameters, that is the RSS.
In order to determine a confidence interval we then consider the covariance
matrix defined as
RSS
C = (F > F )−1
,
(3.13)
n−p
where n represents the number of points measured and p the number of free
parameters. The standard error on the extraction of a parameter θj is then
∆θj =

p
Cjj .

(3.14)

A full proof of this equation can be found in [147]. Heuristically, we can see
that this parameter indeed corresponds to the total deviation (RSS/(n − p))
multiplied by the inverse of the deviation that a small error on θj would create
((F > F )−1
jj ).

3.4.3

Parameter Dependency

It is also important to check the correlation between the free parameters. Correlation measures whether a variation in one parameter can be compensated by
variation in other parameters. If there is a strong correlation between parameters
it can interpreted two ways. Either the model is over-parametrised, (or badly
parametrised) meaning that the model introduce more free parameters than necessary to explain the data. Or, if all the parameters are physically significant,
then it means that the experiment cannot discriminate between the effect of two
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parameters, and that another experiment is necessary to compute all the parameters.
The schematic 3.8 shows how to estimate the correlation between two variables
θi and θj . The ellipse represents, in the plane [θi ; θj ], the region that has a 90%
probability to contain the two parameters. By definition, the error on θj , ∆θj , is
the projection of the ellipse on the θj axis.

θi
Ti

Δ(θj|θi=Ti)
Δθj

θj

Figure 3.8: Schematic of correlated variables. The interior of the ellipse has a 90%
probability to contain θi and θj .

If we now assume that we know perfectly the value Ti of θi that might reduce
the value of the error on θj . We call ∆(θj |θi = Ti ), the error on θj knowing θi .
If θi and θj are uncorrelated, as in figure 3.9 a, then knowing that θi = Ti does
not give us any indication on θj , therefore ∆θj = ∆(θj |θi = Ti ).
If θi and θj are strongly correlated as in figure 3.9 b., then knowing that θi = Ti
will give us a strong indication on θj therefore reducing significantly the error on
θj . Hence, ∆θj >> ∆(θj |θi = Ti ).
Therefore, a good indicator of whether variables are correlated or not is the
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a.

b.

θi

θi

Ti

Ti

Δθj=Δ(θj|θi=Ti)

θj

Δθj>>Δ(θj|θi=Ti)

θj

Figure 3.9: a. uncorrelated and b. strongly correlated variables

dependency Dj


∆(θj |θi = Ti )
Dj = 1 −
∆θj

2
.

(3.15)

This will be close to 1 if variables are correlated and close to 0 if they are not.
We have seen in the previous paragraph that (∆θj )2 = Cjj . It can be shown
(see for example [147]) that

2
∆(θj |θi = Ti ) =
therefore
Dj = 1 −

1
(C −1 )

1
.
Cjj (C −1 )jj

,

(3.16)

jj

(3.17)

In the case of more than two parameters, these relations are still valid. Instead
of being a scalar, θi is then a vector containing all the parameters except θj . In
that case, Dj assesses how much θj is correlated with all the other variables.
In this thesis, the correlation parameters were below 0.5 for all fits and for all
parameters.
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Chapter 4
Influence of Side-Chain Presence
and Position on the Electronic
Processes in
Thienyl-Benzothiadiazole-Thienyl
(-TBT) Derivatives
4.1

Introduction

The breakthroughs in organic solar cells efficiencies have often been linked to the
introduction of new active materials. In particular since 2007, many new materials
have been synthesised, and efficiencies around 7 % have been reported [117; 118].
These new materials are usually built by engineering the conjugated backbone
to get the desired characteristics: high charge mobilities, optimised energy levels,
and red-shifted absorption. A successful route to achieve low-bandgap polymers
is the copolymerization of two building blocks with different electron affinities
[115; 116; 120; 148; 149; 150; 151; 152]. In order to keep improving efficiencies, it
is necessary to gain an in-depth understanding of the effects of the structure of
a polymer on the electronic processes in a device. For a long time, the addition
of side-chains has been considered mostly as a way to improve the solubility
of polymers without changing the optoelectronic properties, but recently it has
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been repeatedly reported that the size [153; 154; 155; 156; 157] and the position
[158; 159] of the side-chains play a key role on the performance of organic solar
cells. However, little is known about the reasons why the side-chain presence and
position influence the efficiency.
In this chapter, I report a study of T8TBT:PCBM blends, where the T8TBTs
(poly[bis-N,N-(4-octylphenyl)-bis-N,N-phenyl-1,4-phenylenediamine-alt-5,5’-4’,7’,di-2-thienyl-2’,1’,3’-benzothiadiazole]) are a family of donor-acceptor polymers
based on thienyl-benzothiadiazole-thienyl (-TBT). This chemical group has been
widely used to synthesise some of the most successful recent donor polymers
[117; 148; 149; 152; 160; 161]. The three polymers differ only by the presence and
position of the side-chains on the thienyl groups (scheme 4.1). One has no side
chain on the -TBT (T8TBT-0), the second has hexyl side-chains on carbon 3 of
the thienyl group, pointing outward from the benzothiadiazole (-BT) (T8TBTout) and the third has hexyl side-chains on carbon 2 of the thienyl group, pointing
toward the BT unit (T8TBT-in).

Figure 4.1: Chemical structure of the three T8TBTs with different side-chains.

These polymers were synthesised by Guoli Tu at the Melville laboratory for
polymer synthesis in Cambridge. Their synthesis is reported elsewhere [162]. Table
4.1 reproduces their molecular weights, number of repeat units, polydispersity
indices (PDI) and energy levels. Their absorption and fluorescence spectra are
shown on figure 4.2. Oberhumer et al. [163; 164] further reported that these sidechains in different position generate steric hindrance and therefore twist the BT
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unit with respect to the thienyls. This was related to the observed blue-shifts in
absorption and emission of the polymers in solution but had not been related to
the electronic processes in solar cells.
polymer
Mn
T8TBT-0
T8TBT-out
T8TBT-in

(kg/mol)
13
19
25

repeat units
13.9
17.2
22.6

PDI
2.1
2.1
1.3

HOMO
-4.8 eV
-4.8 eV
-5.1 eV

LUMO
-3.1 eV
-3.0 eV
-3.0 eV

Table 4.1: Molecular weights, number of repeat units, PDI and energy levels of
the three T8TBTs.
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Figure 4.2: Normalised absorption (closed symbols) and photoluminescence (open
symbols) of T8TBT-0 (squares), T8TBT-out (circles) and T8TBT-in (triangles),
measured in films spun from chloroform. For photoluminescence the excitation
wavelength was 470 nm. Reproduced from [162].

In this chapter, I focus on the device physics and photophysics of photovoltaic
blends of T8TBTs with PC[61] BM. In the first section I discuss the device performances and the optimisation of the three blends. Then, using transient absorption
spectroscopy, I build a full kinetic model of the excited species in T8TBT:PCBM
films. In the third section, I discuss the implications of the photophysics results
for device operation. Finally I show similar trends in a related system and discuss
the generality of these results.
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4.2

Optimisation of T8TBT:PCBM blends

The ionisation potentials and optical bandgaps of the T8TBTs were estimated
respectively from cyclic voltammetry and the onset of optical absorption in order to compare them with other photovoltaic materials (table 4.1). The energy
levels thus computed make the T8TBTs suitable for polymer:PCBM bulk heterojunction solar cells and such devices were made in the standard architecture
(Glass/ITO/PEDOT:PSS/active layer/Al). The best devices were obtained at
polymer:PCBM ratios of 1:3 by weight for an active layer 70-80 nm thick. As
could have been predicted from the energy levels, the T8TBTs have a rather low
and very similar open-circuit voltage: about 0.6 V under AM 1.5G at 1000 W/m2
(figure 4.3).
1

)

0

-2

C u r r e n t (m A .c m

T 8 T B T -0
T 8 T B T -o u t
T 8 T B T - in

-1
-2
-3
-4
0 .0

0 .2

0 .4

0 .6

V o lta g e ( V )

Figure 4.3: IV curve under AM1.5G, 100 mW/cm2 illumination of optimised
T8TBT:PCBM solar cells. All polymer:fullerene ratios are 1:3 w/w. T8TBT0:PCBM devices were spun from chloroform, T8TBT-out:PCBM and T8TBTin:PCBM were spun from chlorobenzene.

This value is similar to what is obtained for P3HT:PCBM blends. Nevertheless the three T8TBTs perform very differently. T8TBT-0 has a broader absorption spectrum than T8TBTs with side chains (figure 4.4): The EQE spectra of
T8TBT-0, T8TBT-out and T8TBT-in extend until 675 nm, 650 nm and 625 nm
respectively. We also notice that the peak EQE under monochromatic light is
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much higher in the case of T8TBT-0 (20 % for T8TBT-0, 7 % for T8TBT-out
and 4 % for T8TBT-in at the polymer peak absorption). These two effects result in a strong increase in short-circuit current under simulated solar conditions.
The fill factor of T8TBT-0 is also better than the T8TBTs with side-chains.
T8TBT-0 gives an energy conversion efficiency of 1.0 % under AM1.5G spectrum
at 1000 W/m2 corrected for the spectral mismatch between the solar simulator
and the solar spectrum as explained in section 3.1.2. The other two T8TBTs with
side-chains perform less well in PCBM solar cells. The current best devices have an
efficiency of only 0.17 % and 0.27 % for T8TBT-in and T8TBT-out, respectively.
The increase in short-circuit current can be partially explained by the larger absorption coefficient of T8TBT-0 compared with T8TBT-out and T8TBT-in, but
the difference in fill-factor shows that other factors also play a role.
2 5
T 8 T B T -0
T 8 T B T -o u t
T 8 T B T - in

E Q E (% )
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1 5
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5

0
4 0 0
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7 0 0

W a v e le n g th ( n m )

Figure 4.4: EQE spectra of optimised T8TBTs:PCBM solar cells. All polymer:fullerene ratios are 1:3 w/w. T8TBT-0:PCBM (squares) were spun from chloroform, T8TBT-out:PCBM (circles) and T8TBT-in:PCBM (triangles) were spun
from chlorobenzene.

T8TBT:PCBM solar cells were optimised in terms of solvent, active layer
thickness, blend ratio and heat treatment. Chloroform was found to be the best
solvent for T8TBT-0 whereas chlorobenzene gave slightly better results for T8TBTin and -out. The optimal blend ratio was 1:3 w/w polymer to fullerene for all three
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polymer
VOC (V)
T8TBT-0
0.62
T8TBT-out
0.68
T8TBT-in
0.66

JSC (A.m−2 ) FF
PCE
38
48 % 1.0 %
11
34 % 0.27 %
7
32 % 0.17 %

Table 4.2: Characteristics of optimised T8TBT:PCBM solar cells under AM1.5G
at 100 mW/cm2 .

polymers. 1:4 and 1:5 gave similar results, but 1:2 and 1:1 showed dramatically
reduced performance (data not shown).
One of the critical parameters for the optimisation of these devices was the
thickness of the active layer. It turned out that devices worked best with a very
thin photoactive layer (60-70 nm), for the three polymers. In the case of T8TBT0, EQEs were measured for devices with active layers of 140 and 70 nm thickness
(Figure 4.5). The EQE increases from 12 % to 19 % as the film thickness is reduced, which shows that a thinner film is better for charge extraction.
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7 0 n m
1 4 0 n m

E Q E (% )
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5 0 0

5 5 0
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7 0 0

W a v e le n g th ( n m )

Figure 4.5: EQE spectra of T8TBT-0:PCBM devices with active layer thicknesses
of 140 nm (open squares) and 70 nm (closed squares).

We have estimated the absorbance by measuring the reflectance of real devices
in order to account for interference effects in the devices [165]. It is clear that the
thicker film absorbs more light than the thinner one (see figure 4.6).
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Figure 4.6: Light absorbed by two devices with a T8TBT-0:PCBM active layer
of different thickness.

Hence, we have checked that this effect is not due to improved absorption.
The better performance of the thinner films can be rationalised by the need for a
strong electric field for charge separation and extraction. This can be explained
either by poor charge transport in the blend or by the need to have a strong
internal field to separate the charges [52].
Charge mobilities are known to affect both charge separation [61] and charge
transport [65]. Therefore, the mobilities of the pristine polymers were extracted
from the saturation regime of thin-film transistors (figure 4.7) and give a significantly higher value for T8TBT-0 (5 × 10−5 cm2 /V.s) than T8TBT-out (1 ×
10−5 cm2 /V.s) and T8TBT-in (2 × 10−6 cm2 /V.s). Generally, higher mobility can
be related to better π − π stacking [40], therefore this difference in mobilities
correlates well with the difference in chain aggregation that were described in
[162]. The mobilities of all three polymers are low, and the highest mobility is
found in the best performing material. This indicates that mobilities are probably
a crucial parameter in these devices.
Additionally, it is well known that side-chains affect the solubility of polymers,
and it has been reported, for example by Troshin et al. [105], that the respective
solubilities of the polymer and the fullerene have a strong influence on the blend
morphology. It can be argued that the side-chains make the polymers too soluble
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Figure 4.7: Transfer characteristics of bottom-gate bottom-contact p-type transistors made of the three pristine T8TBTs. Fabrication details can be found in
section 3.1.3.

compared to the fullerene, hence generating a badly performing morphology. Nevertheless, this cannot be verified by atomic force microscopy (AFM): the three
polymer:PCBM blends exhibit very similar morphology (see figure 4.8). It is nevertheless well known that in donor-acceptor polymer:fullerene blends, the PCBM
might be too well dispersed into the polymer phase [166; 167; 168; 169] to be
able to resolve the phase separation with AFM and we cannot rule out that the
nanostructure changes favourably from T8TBT-in to T8TBT-out to T8TBT-0
on a lengthscale below what can be resolved in the AFM.
Hence, we have seen that T8TBT-0 performs better in solar cells than T8TBTin and T8TBT-out. In addition to a better fill factor, it exhibits a better external
quantum efficiency (EQE) due partly to a stronger absorption [163; 164]. Nevertheless, it is evident that the very large difference in EQEs (up to a factor 4
between T8TBT-0 and T8TBT-in) as well as the differences in fill-factors cannot
be explained only by a difference in absorption. Therefore electronic processes
differ strongly in these three similar systems. In order to elucidate the differences
between the blends, we turn to spectroscopy.
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Figure 4.8: AFM height images of the three best-performing T8TBT:PCBM
blends: (a) T8TBT-0:PCBM 1:3 spun from chloroform, (b) T8TBT-out:PCBM
1:3 and (c) T8TBT-in:PCBM 1:3 both spun from chlorobenzene.

4.3

Photophysical Study of the Electron Processes

In this section, I consider the different processes that take place in an organic
solar cell (see section 2.4) and assess their timescale and efficiency.
Particular attention is paid to the physics of the coulombically bound pairs,
that has recently been the focus of much research [46; 48] in order to explain the
origin of free charge generation [46; 53; 56; 170; 171; 172] and to quantify the
relative importance of geminate and bimolecular recombination [173; 174]. The
yield of bound pair separation has been discussed [46; 170; 171; 172] but there
have been few measurements of the rates of the processes involved. Whereas in
some systems it is reported that geminate recombination takes place in tens of
nanoseconds [54; 55; 57; 171], in other systems it happens much more quickly,
on sub-nanosecond timescale [53; 56; 91]. Here, we measure and compare rates
for this ultrafast recombination and find that they are strongly affected by the
presence and position of the side chains. We further explain recombination on
the 10-nanosecond timescale with an intensity-dependent bimolecular model. We
compute the rate constants and compare them to Langevin theoretical values. All
films studied in this section were spun from chloroform. Unless otherwise stated
the polymer to fullerene ratio was 1:3 w/w.
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4.3.1

Exciton Dissociation

A standard way of studying the dissociation of excitons into bound charge pairs
is through fluorescence studies. We have monitored the quenching of fluorescence
in blends. For the same amount of PCBM mixed into the blend, the quenching
is much stronger for T8TBT-in than for T8TBT-out and T8TBT-0 (figure 4.9
and 4.10). As we assume that the main mechanism explaining the quenching of
fluorescence is photoinduced charge transfer from the polymer to the fullerene,
we conclude that this process is more efficient in T8TBT-in than in T8TBT-out
and T8TBT-0. We note, however, that at polymer:fullerene ratios of 1:3, which
are used in devices, the quenching of the fluorescence is very strong (the signal is
reduced by a factor of about 1000 for T8TBT-0, 10,000 for T8TBT-out and even
more for T8TBT-in). Therefore losses by exciton recombination are negligible. As
the exciton decay takes place on timescales of the order of a few nanoseconds, this
indicates that photoinduced charge transfer takes place on timescales of 100 fs to
1 ps.
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Figure 4.9: Remaining fluorescence in T8TBT:PCBM blends containing 5 %
PCBM by weight. The data is normalised with respect to the peak fluorescence
intensity of the pristine film.

It is also interesting to interpret the reason for this better quenching in the
case of T8TBT-out and T8TBT-in. Fluorescence decays in pristine films were
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Figure 4.10: Evolution of the fluorescence quenching in T8TBT:PCBM blends as
a function of the PCBM load (lines are a guide to the eye). In the two graphs red
squares correspond to T8TBT-0, black circles to T8TBT-out and blue triangles
to T8TBT-in.

measured through time-correlated single-photon counting (TCSPC). Although
the excitons live longer in pristine T8TBT-in than in pristine T8TBT-out and
pristine T8TBT-0, (Figure 4.11) this difference (2 to 4 times) is too small to
explain the difference in fluorescence quenching (10 to 30 times). Other polymer:PCBM systems have been reported to exhibit fluorescence quenching of this
magnitude [42; 54; 57] but this is in contrast with polymer:polymer systems or
annealed P3HT:PCBM blends where, although the quenching is efficient, the
remaining fluorescence is much higher [41; 56; 108]. Very efficient quenching is often interpreted as a sign that the fullerene is well dispersed in the polymer phase
[166; 167; 168] and therefore almost no exciton diffusion is required. Following this
idea, we can interpret the difference in exciton quenching as a sign that PCBM
is better dispersed in the T8TBT-in and T8TBT-out than in T8TBT-0. Spectroscopic studies on this polymer showed that T8TBT-0 tends to form aggregates in
pristine films [162]. This could explains its ability to exclude the PCBM better,
and form purer domains than T8TBT-out and T8TBT-in.
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Figure 4.11: Fluorescence decay of films of pristine T8TBTs spun from chloroform.

4.3.2

Transient Absorption Spectroscopy

In order to study the electronic processes in T8TBT:PCBM blends, we used
pump-probe transient absorption spectroscopy (TAS) in the picosecond to microsecond time range. Figure 4.12 shows the TA spectra of pristine T8TBTs
(a,c,e) and 1:3 T8TBT:PCBM blends (b,d,f) excited at 500 nm.
The spectra of the three pristine polymers change over time, which is clearly
visible because the points where ∆T /T = 0 are not isosbestic. This indicates
that multiple processes and species are involved. Initially, the pristine polymer
spectra exhibit the characteristic spectrum of singlet excitons [173]: a strong
photoinduced absorption (PIA) and a stimulated emission (SE) peak.
This can be seen most easily in the case of T8TBT-in (figure 4.12 a), which
is the most blue-shifted and the most luminescent. The positive signal around
550 nm is attributed to a ground-state bleach, because of a good overlap with
the absorption spectrum. The SE peak can be seen between 600 and 675 nm and
the large PIA signal can be seen above 700 nm. For T8TBT-out (figure 4.12 c) a
smaller SE is visible between 625 nm and 700 nm and the large PIA signal can be
seen above 725 nm. T8TBT-0 exhibits a very low luminescence efficiency therefore
its SE peak is hardly visible. After about 300 ps, the singlet exciton spectra are
replaced by charge-transfer spectra [164], without an SE peak and with a broad
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Blends

Pristine films

Figure 4.12: Transient absorption spectra of pristine T8TBTs and 1:3
T8TBT:PCBM blends all spun from chloroform. (a) pristine T8TBT-in, (b)
T8TBT-in:PCBM, (c) pristine T8TBT-out, (d) T8TBT-out:PCBM, (e) pristine
T8TBT-0, (f) T8TBT-0:PCBM. Parts (b,d,f) show the TA spectrum of pure
PCBM in the background.
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flat PIA that we can see between 575 nm and 750 nm for T8TBT-in (figure 4.12 a),
between 625 nm and 750 nm for T8TBT-out (figure 4.12 b) and between 675 nm
and 750 nm for T8TBT-0 (figure 4.12 c).
The three spectra of the blends (figure 4.12 b,d,f) exhibit spectral characteristics of charge pairs [56; 110; 173] from the earliest time: broad and flat PIA
can be seen from 600 nm to 750 nm for T8TBT-in:PCBM (figure 4.12 b), from
625 to 750 nm for T8TBT-out:PCBM (figure 4.12 d) and from 650 to 750 nm for
T8TBT-0:PCBM (figure 4.12 e). We can also note that there is a broad negative
signal. To interpret it, we observe that the spectrum of pristine PCBM exhibits
a broad negative signal that we interpret as a small amount of PCBM anions
that are formed directly in pristine PCBM [27; 175]. A pristine PCBM spectrum
integrated between 145 and 300 ps is shown in the background of figure 4.12 b,d,f.
It appears as a nearly constant negative signal, similar to the one reported by
Grancini et al. in PCBM crystals [176]. In the blend, we know that PCBM anions
are present because the negative charges can be extracted in photovoltaic devices.
They therefore create an even stronger negative signal and explain why the TA
signals are negative at all the probed wavelengths.
In addition, the spectra of the blends taken at different times all have the
same shape with clear isosbestic points for ∆T /T = 0. Figure 4.13 shows the
normalised spectra of T8TBT:PCBM blends. We can see that the shape of the
spectra does not evolve with time, except for a small red-shift of the ground state
bleach that can be attributed to the migration of the polarons to lower energy
sites.
This proves that the blends exhibit only one type of kinetics. As we know from
the device measurements that the blends contain charges, we interpret this signal
as charge pairs (free and bound) and use it to track the charge kinetics. This
indicates that there is only one spectral signature and that only the intensity of
the spectrum changes, with no new species appearing at the probed timescales.
All the species are present from the start and the ratio of one relative to the other
is constant. Therefore, we conclude that at all probed times, polymer cations and
PCBM anions are the only excited species present in the blend and that the decay
of the signal is due to charge recombination. This analysis strengthens the conclusion that charges are formed within approximately 100 fs to 1 ps, which is much
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Figure 4.13: Normalised transient absorption spectra of pristine T8TBTs and
1:3 T8TBT:PCBM blends all spun from chloroform. (a) T8TBT-in:PCBM, (b)
T8TBT-out:PCBM, (c) T8TBT-0:PCBM.

quicker than what is usually observed in other systems such as polymer:polymer
[56; 110; 177] or annealed P3HT:PCBM [54; 57; 178] blends where the phases
are known to be purer. Losses therefore originate from charge recombination that
happens later.

4.3.3

Geminate Charge Kinetics

In order to elucidate the kinetics of recombination in these blends we analyse
further the results of TAS in blends. As we have shown earlier, the PIA signal
can be attributed to charges (both free charges and bound charge pairs). We can
therefore study the decay kinetics of the PIA signal to study the charge separation
and recombination kinetics (figure 4.14).
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Figure 4.14: Decay kinetics of the charge pairs in the three T8TBT:PCBM blends.
Open symbols (short time) are taken with a mechanical delay and closed symbols
(long time) are taken with an electronic delay.

We note that for the three polymers, there are two recombination regimes:
first a quick decay in the subnanosecond timescale, and a second slower regime
on timescales around 10 ns.
Similar very quick decays in the charge population have been observed by
Hodgkiss et al. [56] and Moore et al. [91] in the case of a polymer:polymer blends
and by Hwang et al. [53] in the case of a donor-acceptor low-bandgap polymer
blended with PCBM. Similar to what they report (but to a much stronger extent),
we see that the charge population significantly decreases during the first 2 ns. For
T8TBT-0 blends, 55 % of the charges decay within the first 2 ns and in the case
of T8TBT-out and T8TBT-in, the decay is even stronger: it reaches 70 % and
75 % respectively.
Recently there has been some debate about the mechanism of the geminate
recombination in polymer:PCBM blends, specifically whether free charge generation happens in an Onsager-Braun type model where charge separation and
recombination competition compete on sub-ns to ns timescales or if separation
happens from hot states on fs-timescales creating two distinct populations, free
charges and bound charge pairs [178; 179]. Here, we note that T8TBT-0:PCBM,
the blend which shows the highest remaining charge signal after 2 ns, also exhibits
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the slowest recombination. This indicates that, in this system, an Onsager-Braun
type model describes the data better, for in the case of a hot exciton dissociation
model, the geminate pair lifetime should be independent of the free charge yield.
In order to extract rates, we hence consider a simple Onsager-Braun type
model. We have already shown that photoinduced charge transfer is too quick to
be probed here. Bimolecular recombination, on the other hand, is assumed not
to take place on the very short timescale studied here. The kinetics of this model
obey the following ordinary differential equations:
d[CP ]
= −(ks + kr )[CP ]
dt
d[F C]
= ks [CP ]
dt

(4.1)
(4.2)

with [CP ] the population of geminate charge pairs, [F C] the population of free
charges, ks the separation rate and kr the recombination rate.
Therefore the geminate charge pair population can be written as
[CP ] = [CP ]0 e−(ks +kr )t

(4.3)

where [CP ]0 is the initial population of charge pairs (i.e. the population of charge
pairs created by photoinduced charge transfer).
The free charge population can therefore be written as
[CP ] = [CP ]0


ks
1 − e−(ks +kr )t .
ks + kr

(4.4)

The geminate charge pairs and the free charge pairs are generally assumed to
have the same absorption spectrum [46]. Therefore the integrated PIA signal is
equal to the sum of the signal of the free charges and the geminate pairs.
From equations 4.3 and 4.4 we therefore deduce

S(t) = S0 e−(ks +kr )t +


ks
1 − e−(ks +kr )t
ks + kr


(4.5)

with S(t) the total PIA signal and S0 the initial PIA signal.
This equation was used to fit the PIA signal (Figure 4.15). The fit was done on
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the normalised data, with the function e−t/τ + r(1 − e−t/τ ) and without weighting
the data. The agreement between the model and the experiment is excellent
(Adjusted R2 > 0.98) for the three polymers over more than three orders of
magnitude in time and rates can be extracted (Table 4.3).

Figure 4.15: Short-time decay kinetics of the charge pairs in the three
T8TBT:PCBM blends. Films were excited at 500 nm and the PIA was integrated
between 650 nm and 750 nm for T8TBT-0, 625 and 750 nm for T8TBT-out and
600 to 750 nm for T8TBT-in. Closed symbols are the experimental results and
open symbols are the fit from the geminate model.

polymer
ks (s−1 )
T8TBT-0 (1.5 ± 0.1) × 109
T8TBT-out (1.3 ± 0.1) × 109
T8TBT-in (1.1 ± 0.1) × 109

kr (s−1 )
(1.7 ± 0.1) × 109
(3.3 ± 0.2) × 109
(3.5 ± 0.2) × 109

Table 4.3: Recombination and separation rates of the T8TBT:PCBM blends as
extracted from the geminate competition model.

We can therefore conclude that the increased amount of separated charges in
T8TBT-0:PCBM blend is due to a strong decrease in recombination rate and a
slight increase in separation rate. The slight increase in separation rate can be
explained by the higher hole mobility in T8TBT-0 (see above, figure 4.7), giving
more balanced mobilities [61].
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Fluorescence studies have already shown that T8TBT-0:PCBM blends tends
to form purer domains (see 4.3.1) and also that T8TBT-0 tends to aggregate more
in the solid state [162]. Hence, charges in T8TBT-0:PCBM blends are likely to
be more delocalized, which was shown to favour charge separation by decreasing
the recombination rate and increasing the separation rate [58].

4.3.4

Free Charge Kinetics

From the previous section, we deduce that after 2 ns the competition between
geminate recombination and separation is finished, and we expect to observe
bimolecular processes, that can be identified because of their quadratic kinetics.
If we assume that the charges undergo bimolecular recombination and that the
bimolecular transport process is kinetically determining (i.e. when free charges
come into the vicinity of one another, they recombine instantly) then the density
of charge pairs follows
d[F C]
= −γ[F C]2
dt

(4.6)

which can be integrated as a hyperbola
[F C] = [F C]0

1
.
1 + [F C]0 γt

(4.7)

In order to compute the values of interest, we assume from now on that charge
density is uniform over the probed volume. This approximates the probe beam
as a perfectly circular beam with uniform light intensity and assumes that the
films, whose optical densities are around 0.25, are thin enough to neglect the
decrease in intensity within the film. This approximation is the dominant error
in our estimation of the charge densities and we estimate that margin of error to
be approximately a factor 2.
The charge population in the blends is linked to the measured PIA signal
by (∆T /T ) = σ · [F C] · d with σ the absorption cross section of a charge pair
and d the thickness of the film. Therefore we can fit the measured time-decay of
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(∆T /T ) with
(∆T /T ) = (∆T /T )0

1
.
1 + (∆T /T )0 γσ −1 d−1 t

(4.8)

The fit with two free parameters, (∆T /T )0 and (γ·σ −1 ·d−1 ), is shown in Figure
4.16. We then test the model at different intensities. In equation 4.8, (γ·σ −1 ·d−1 ) is
intensity independent and (∆T /T )0 is proportional to the incident light intensity.
We can then perform a global fit on the curves measured at different intensities,
with a unique value of (γ · σ −1 · d−1 ) at all intensities.
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Figure 4.16: Long-time decay of the PIA of T8TBT:PCBM films normalised at
2 ns. Films were excited at 532 nm and the PIA was integrated between 720 nm
and 780 nm for T8TBT-0, 610 and 770 nm for T8TBT-out and 600 to 780 nm for
T8TBT-in. Closed symbols are the experimental results and open symbols are
the fit from the bimolecular model.

Figure 4.17 shows that the model fits well at all powers over two orders of
magnitude, from 2 ns to 200 ns (reduced R2 > 0.95). There are several reports
of the photophysics of P3HT:PCBM [180] and MDMO-PPV:PCBM [181; 182]
blends in the sub-microsecond to millisecond regime. They report a fast bimolecular regime on sub-microsecond timescales and a slow trap-limited bimolecular
regime on microsecond timescales. Our results suggest that, in this system, the
pure bimolecular regime is also present. At longer times we can see some devi-
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ation of the decay kinetics from the purely bimolecular model, which could be
due to the trapping effects they describe. However, the low signal-to-noise ratio
of our data in this region prevents any quantitative study.
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Figure 4.17: Power-dependent long-time PIA decays. (a) T8TBT-0:PCBM 1:3
(b) T8TBT-out:PCBM 1:3 (c) T8TBT-in:PCBM 1:3. Closed symbols are the
experimental results and lines are the best fits in the bimolecular model.
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TA enables us to track and model the decay in charge photoinduced absorption, but in order to compare the strength of bimolecular recombination
between the three blends we need to compute σ. To do that, we notice that

σ = (∆T /T )0 / [F C]0 × d . We can estimate [F C]0 from
[F C]0 = Nph × A × r/d,

(4.9)

with Nph the number of incident photons per unit area in the pump pulse, A the
fraction of photons absorbed, r the ratio of free charges generated after escaping
geminate recombination and d the sample thickness. This gives σ values (averaged
over the wavelengths of the PIA region) of 0.70×10−16 cm2 , 0.25×10−16 cm2 and
0.26×10−16 cm2 for T8TBT-0, T8TBT-out and T8TBT-in, respectively.
For each polymer, we can then compute the values of γ from the (γ.σ −1 .d−1 )
parameter extracted from the fits.
Values were computed at each fluence and averaged in order to reduce the
random experimental errors. The averages are reported in table 4.4. In order to
estimate the theoretical Langevin rate constant for bimolecular recombination,
we have computed the mobilities in the limit of zero field by measuring IV curves
of the standard devices at high bias and fitting them with a space-charge limited
current model incorporating a Poole-Frenkel-type field dependence of mobility.
We find mobilities of 2×10−4 cm2 /V.s, 1.5×10−4 cm2 /V.s and 1.5×10−4 cm2 /V.s
for T8TBT-0, T8TBT-out and T8TBT-in respectively. We then assume that this
mobility effectively corresponds to (µe + µh ) and use it to compute the Langevin
rate constant. We note that the measured values are somewhat smaller (by a
factor of between 4 and 10) than the predicted values, similar to what has been
reported for different systems [63].
polymer
γmeasured (m3 s−1 )
T8TBT-0 (2.4 − 5.4) × 10−17
T8TBT-out (1.0 − 2.3) × 10−17
T8TBT-in (1.0 − 2.2) × 10−17

γLangevin (m3 s−1 )
1 × 10−16
7 × 10−17
7 × 10−17

Table 4.4: Rate constants for bimolecular recombination estimated from the measured charge kinetics and from theoretical Langevin rate.
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Figure 4.18: IV characteristic of bipolar T8TBT:PCBM devices fitted with spacecharge-limited currents at forward bias.

The recombination rates are slightly higher in the case of T8TBT-0 than for
T8TBTs with side chains. This can be attributed to the slightly higher mobility
observed in T8TBT-0 that results in more balanced mobilities in the T8TBT0:PCBM blend [63].

4.4
4.4.1

Implications for Device Physics
Recombination in Devices

We now discuss the relevance of the different recombination regimes in photovoltaic cells under solar illumination, by estimating the characteristic times for
recombination and charge extraction in devices. Because of their very different
mobilities, we need to consider separately the case of electrons and holes. The
recombination rate is R = γρh ρe , with ρh(e) the density of holes (electrons). The
characteristic time for bimolecular recombination for each type of carrier can be
defined as τbimol = ρh(e) /R.
In order to estimate the density of charges in the device, let us first assume
that the lifetime in devices is controlled by the sweep-out time τsweep necessary
to extract the charges. Electron mobility being much higher than hole mobility,
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we can assume that at high bias, the devices are dominated by electron mobility
and that the mobility previously measured by SCLC fit is effectively a reasonable
approximation of the electron mobility. Hole mobilities of the three blends were
measured by fitting a space-charge limited current model incorporating a PooleFrenkel-type field dependence of mobility SCLC to hole-only devices. The hole
mobilities measured were 2 × 10−9 , 3 × 10−10 , 4 × 10−10 m2 /V.s for T8TBT-0,
T8TBT-out and T8TBT-in respectively (see figure 4.19).
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Figure 4.19: IV characteristic of T8TBT:PCBM hole-only devices fitted
with space-charge-limited currents at forward bias. The device structure was
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/Active layer/Gold.

The characteristic extraction time is τsweep = d2 /(µh(e) V ) for holes and electron
respectively. We consider V , the effective voltage applied at short circuit to be
about 1V.
In the steady state, we can express the density of a carrier as
ρh(e) =

J × τsweep,h(e)
d×e

(4.10)

where d is the thickness of the device and e is the elementary charge.
We have already measured the photocurrent densities: Jsc = 38 A/m2 for
T8TBT-0, Jsc = 11 A/m2 for T8TBT-out, Jsc = 7 A/m2 for T8TBT-in, so we
can compute the characteristic time for bimolecular recombination. These results
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are summarised in table 4.5. We can see that in each case, the sweep-out time is
at least a factor of 20 smaller than the bimolecular recombination time. Therefore, our initial hypothesis is validated a posteriori : bimolecular recombination
happens too slowly to have an effect in the device at short-circuit, under solar
illumination.
polymer

electrons
τsweep
τbimol
T8TBT-0
0.16 µs 2.2 µs
T8TBT-out 0.25 µs 2.7 µs
T8TBT-in
0.25 µs 5.9 µs

holes
τsweep
2.5 µs
1.6 µs
1.3 µs

τbimol
33 µs
180 µs
300 µs

Table 4.5: Characteristic timescales for charge sweep-out and charge recombination for electrons and holes in the three T8TBT:PCBM blends.

In order to confirm this analysis, we studied the dependence of the shortcircuit photocurrent on the light intensity. Short-circuit photocurrent density (J)
was measured over three orders of magnitude, up to 1-sun intensities (Figure
4.20). The devices follow J = a × I b where I is the illumination intensity, and
b is found to be between 0.97 and 1. It is therefore evident that at short circuit
the losses in the devices originate primarily from a monomolecular recombination
process.
Geminate recombination described in different Onsager-Braun frameworks
[52], is expected to be strongly field dependent. In order to study recombination
processes in these devices, we therefore compare the dependence of the photocurrent generation on the applied electric field by measuring the EQE under applied
bias for the three devices.
Figure 4.21 clearly shows that the three studied devices suffer from a strong
field dependence and that this is even accentuated in the case of T8TBTs with
side-chains. At -1 V we collect about 30 % more charges than at 0 V from the
T8TBT-0. For the devices using T8TBTs with side chains, we collect around
twice as many charges at -1 V than at 0 V (a factor of 2.0 for T8TBT-out and 2.1
for T8TBT-in). This correlates well with the TAS results and confirms our interpretation: geminate recombination is the main loss mechanism in these blends
and explains the low performance and the difference between these blends.
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Figure 4.20: Light intensity dependence of the short-circuit photocurrent for the
three T8TBT:PCBM optimised devices. These devices exhibit a quasi-linear behaviour: fitting these curves as J = a × I b , we find b = 0.97 for T8TBT-0 and
T8TBT-out and b = 1.00 for T8TBT-in.
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Figure 4.21: EQE as a function of applied bias for the three optimised
T8TBT:PCBM devices.

4.5

Generalisation of these Results

In order to get an insight on whether the effects described in this chapter are
general, we compare the behaviour of the T8TBTs with a similar family. F8TBTs
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(see Figure 4.22) possess the same -TBT group with the same side-chains variation
as T8TBTs, but the triarylamine group has been replaced by a fluorene. F8TBT0:PCBM [107; 115; 116] and F8TBT-out:PCBM [183] solar cells have already
been reported but they had not been compared in the same study.
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Figure 4.22: Chemical structure of the three F8TBTs with different side-chains.

Photovoltaic devices were prepared from a solution of F8TBT:PCBM 1:3 w/w
in chlorobenzene. No annealing step were applied to the devices. These devices
exhibit behaviours that are qualitatively very similar to those previously observed
for T8TBTs.
Figure 4.23 shows the EQE as a function of wavelength for the F8TBT:PCBM
devices. Similar to what was observed for T8TBTs, F8TBT-0 gives the highest
and the most red-shifted photocurrent and F8TBT-in has the lowest peak EQE
and has an EQE spectrum that is significantly blue-shifted.
The response of the EQE to electric field is shown in figure 4.24. It also shows
a qualitative agreement between the behaviours of F8TBTs and T8TBTs. In the
three blends, a strong field is required to extract the charges, but this effect is
significantly stronger in the case of F8TBTs with side-chains than in the case of
F8TBT-0. At -1 V we can extract 25 % more charges in the case of F8TBT-0, and
about 70 % more charges in the case of F8TBT-out and F8TBT-in.
These very similar results suggest that the mechanisms that we have shown
to be at stake in the case of T8TBTs might happen in a similar manner for
F8TBTs. Further to that, other groups have reported similar behaviour on different TBT-based polymers. For example, Biniek et al. reported on four -TBT
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Figure 4.23: EQE as a function of applied bias for the three optimised
T8TBT:PCBM devices.
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Figure 4.24: EQE as a function of applied bias for the three optimised
F8TBT:PCBM devices.

based polymers with inside and outside side-chain of different size [184]. They
showed that smaller side-chains and outside side-chains performed better, with
higher EQEs and better fill factors. We can also notice that the high performance
-TBT-containing polymers that were synthesised recently [117; 149; 160] do not
contain side-chains on the -TBT group. It is therefore likely that these effects of
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side-chains on the -TBT group are not limited to particular systems.

4.6

Conclusion

We have thoroughly studied the electronic processes in polymer:PCBM solar cells
made with a family of donor-acceptor polymers differing only by the presence and
position of their side-chains. Using a combination of spectroscopic methods and
device physics, we have built a full kinetic model of the excited species in these
blends (figure 4.25).
Exciton
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< 1 ps

Geminate
Charge
pair
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Figure 4.25: Schematic of charge generation and recombination in T8TBT:PCBM
blends.

Transient absorption spectroscopy shows that, after charges are created by
sub-picosecond electron transfer, they decay following two regimes. The quicker
regime, responsible for the loss of 55 to 75 % of the charges within the first two
ns, can be modelled by a Braun-Onsager type model. This decay is strongly affected by the presence and position of side-chains. The slower decay regime is well
described by a bimolecular recombination model, however this is not believed to
play an important role in devices at solar intensities. Comparison with devices
indicates that the geminate recombination is responsible for the electric-field dependence of the solar-cells and explains their low performance.
This study explains, from the point of view of electronic processes, the widely
reported effect of the presence and position of polymer side-chains in organic
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solar-cells and shows that they strongly affect the photophysics. Comparing TAS
measurements with device measurements also exhibits a good qualitative agreement between the two experiments, thus confirming that the processes that are
important in the two experiments are fundamentally the same in spite of the
different applied electric field and light intensity.
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Chapter 5
Study of Blend Morphology via
Electron Microscopy
5.1

Introduction

The importance of the nanomorphology of the organic active layer in the performance of organic photovoltaics has long been recognised and there have been
a number of studies on the nanometre-scale phase separation of the components
in photoactive blends. Many techniques, in particular atomic force microscopy
(AFM) and electron microscopy (EM) have been used, and many results published, as shown in the 2006 review by Hoppe and Sariciftci [87].
Nevertheless, many problems remain: electron microscopy techniques suffer
from a low contrast because the elemental chemical composition of the two components is very similar so EM techniques return similar levels of detection for
both components. In addition atomic force microscopy (AFM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) only give information about the surface of the film and
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) only gives a 2D projection of a 3D picture which can be difficult to decipher in an unambiguous manner. Resolution
also remains an issue: it is often possible to image blend films with 100-200 nm
phase separation which have poor photovoltaic properties, but significantly more
challenging to image the technically more interesting and better performing films
which have a phase separation in the range of 10 nm. Recently, some new variations of these techniques have been used in order to address these issues: Ma and
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coworkers used spatial Fourier transform processing of the pictures to work out
changes in the domain size [185]. Van Bavel et al. used electron tomography to
achieve 3D imaging of P3HT:PCBM blends [96] . Crystallographic and pictorial
information about these blends has been extracted with diverse X-ray techniques
[90; 92; 100]. Nevertheless, many contradictory results have been reported, with
some publications claiming to see the presence of P3HT fibrils or lamellae [95; 96]
and others reporting results without these features [94; 185]. Some claim that the
polymer concentration is higher near the free surface of the film [92], whilst others
report a polymer enrichment near the PEDOT:PSS interface of the blend [96].
In summary, no single technique has been identified to clearly image the phase
separation in the lateral and vertical directions of a photovoltaic blend film and
this remains an open problem.
In this chapter, I will first show some issues and artefacts related to the
direct investigation of P3HT:PCBM films. I will then move to the discussion
of cross sectional samples: in the case of polymer:nanoparticle blends, contrast
can be obtained by TEM and this is used to compare the morphology of two
polymers blended with nanoparticles. In the case of P3HT:PCBM, where it is
not possible to get contrast without defocussing, I will show that the combination
of scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) and energy dispersive Xray Spectroscopy (EDX) can nevertheless provide information about the vertical
phase separation of P3HT and PCBM.

5.2

Artefacts in Direct Polymer Film Studies

In this section, I investigate photovoltaic blend morphology with AFM, TEM and
STEM. The materials studied are a homemade blend of P3HT (Rieke metals)
and PCBM (nanoC) in orthodichlorobenzene and a commercial blend of P3HT
and indene-C60 bisadduct in orthodichlorobenzene (Plextronics Plexcore 2000). In
both cases the concentration of the solution is 20 mg/mL for P3HT and 20 mg/mL
for the fullerene. The films were spun at 500 rotations per minute and were
annealed for 15 minutes at 130◦ C.
In order to study the morphology of the Plextronics blend deposited by
gravure coating, TEM and STEM were taken from films floated-off from their
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substrate by dissolving the PEDOT:PSS layer in water. This study was completed by AFM investigations of the sample.
The results can be seen in figure 5.1. Some contrast can be obtained with EM
techniques, nevertheless we can see that the features shown by the EM techniques
that are bulk-sensitive are very similar to the features shown by the AFM, which
is surface-sensitive.

A

C

B

50 nm

25 nm

0 nm

500 nm

500 nm

500 nm

Figure 5.1: Bright field STEM (A), TEM (B) and AFM height (C) scans of a
gravure-coated plextronics-PV ink on PEDOT:PSS

In TEM and STEM, a low contrast between the components of the blend
is expected. The polymeric and fullerene constituents are primarily composed
of carbon and hydrogen and as a result there is little difference between the
electronic densities of the two components. In addition the signal is averaged
through the thickness of the blend. Hence the small difference in contrast of the
pure materials is made even smaller by the averaging.
Furthermore, the AFM image shows that the organic film is relatively rough,
with features around 30 nm high. Therefore the thickness of the organic film is not
constant. This thickness variation can create a contrast in EM. This hides even
more the material contrast. In this case, the similarities between EM images and
AFM scans indicates that the contrast obtained in EM comes only from thickness
variation and not from material contrast. Comparing the EM and AFM images,
we can see that the features size and shapes are almost identical, indicating that
the thickness effects are responsible for the contrast in EM. Hence, STEM and
TEM images add little information to the AFM height plot.
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The sample preparation also plays a very important role, and can create many
artefacts. Below are two particularly striking examples of artefacts created by the
float-off technique.
Figure 5.2 shows an STEM picture of a P3HT:PCBM (not annealed1 ) film
that was floated-off directly from an ITO-glass substrate and, for comparison, an
AFM scan from an ITO substrate. The features are clearly the same between the
images. In both case, we observe flake-shaped features. Their size is comprised
between 100 to 200 nm. This clearly shows that we observe, in the STEM image
of the organic film, thickness-related contrast, and that this thickness effects are
due to the templating of the ITO surface in the film.

20 nm

10 nm

0 nm

500 nm

Figure 5.2: (A) STEM image showing a spin-coated P3HT:PCBM layer directly
floated-off an ITO substrate (B) AFM height image of the surface of an ITO
substrate (from Dr Bettina Friedel, [186]).

The second example concerns P3HT:PCBM film lifted from glass/ITO/PEDOT:PSS
substrates by floating-off the organic film in water. When PEDOT:PSS dissolves
in water, the organic film delaminate from the substrate.
Figure 5.3 shows STEM, SEM and AFM pictures of such films. On the STEM
picture (A) clear fibril-like features can be seen. The same fibrils can be seen on
the SEM image (B). This seems to indicate that this is a surface effect. A large
1

without PEDOT:PSS sacrificial layer, lift-off of annealed samples are very difficult.
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scale AFM scan (C) shows a thin second layer (10 nm) partially covering the base
layer. A smaller area scan of one of the lower regions (D) shows that even where
the thin layer identified in (C) is absent, such lamellar structure remains.

A

500 nm
30 nm

15 nm

15 nm

7.5 nm

0 nm

0 nm

Figure 5.3: images of spin-coated P3HT:PCBM blends floated off from PEDOT:PSS (A) STEM bright field image, (B) SEM image (C) AFM scan of the
buried interface of P3HT:PCBM film. (D) smaller size AFM scan on one of the
low region region of (C).

When the sample was lifted off by dissolving the PEDOT:PSS layer in water,
it seems that some of the PEDOT:PSS remained on the polymer film and this is
what we observe in the microscopy scans above. In Figures 5.3 (C) and (D), in
particular, it is clear that a partial layer of PEDOT:PSS still remains on the film.
The high region can be identified as a compact layer of PEDOT:PSS, about 10 nm
thick. Even in the lower regions, where there is no compact layer, it still seems
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that small fibre-aggregates of PEDOT:PSS remain on the top of the organic film,
and they are the cause of the contrast seen in the EM pictures.
Hence, in this section, I have showed that direct study of P3HT:PCBM thin
films is difficult because of the low contrast between the two components and
because of some issues related to the sample preparation and geometry.
In the next sections, I will show how some of these issues may be resolved.
In the second section, using polymer:nanoparticle blends, that have a very good
contrast, I will show a way to address the sample preparation problems.
In the third section, I will come back to the P3HT:PCBM system and show
a way around the low contrast of this system.

5.3

Cross-Sectional Study of Polymer:Nanoparticles
Solar Cells

5.3.1

FIB preparation of Cross-Sectional Samples

In the previous section, we have studied thin films of polymer blends. Because we
only get a 2D projection of a 3D system, and because the thin film is removed
from the device and studied on its own, we know that the information provided
is partial. Studying cross sections of a fully-functional photovoltaic devices hence
provide additional information: the interface formation can be studied, and we
get a projection of the 3D system on a different plane. In particular, this method
provides a good way to study any vertical inhomogeneity in the composition.
Preparing a cross-sectional sample for TEM or STEM represents a technological challenge as it has to be thin enough for electrons to be able to go through the
sample. This means that we need to prepare slices with thickness on the order
of 100 nm. This was tried by cryomicrotomy from a plastic substrate, but the
slices were not thin enough, and collecting them proved to be extremely difficult.
I therefore moved to preparing the cross-sections by focused-ion beam (FIB).
This method of sample preparation was introduced to prepare devices in the
field of inorganic semiconductors more than 20 years ago. Since then it has been
extended to the fabrication of TEM lamellae in various fields [144].
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Cross-sections of organic solar cells prepared by FIB were pioneered by Joachim
Loos in 2002 [187] on PPV:PCBM solar cells. While this paper was a technical
milestone and provided technological information on the interfaces and thin film
formation, the phase separation in the blend could not be resolved.
The principle of this technique is to use a Ga ion beam to sputter material
from the sample while imaging with an electron beam (SEM). In order to prepare
a membrane thin enough to be suitable for electron transmission investigation
(TEM or STEM), the Ga ion beam is used to dig two pits separated by a thin
membrane (Figure 5.4 a.).
a.

10 μm

b.

5 μm

c.

1 μm

Figure 5.4: Principle of the preparation of cross-sectional sample by FIB: a. Scanning Ga ion micrograph of a TEM lamella after automated digging and before
post-preparation. b. Scanning Ga ion micrograph of the TEM lamella cut free after manual thinning. c.TEM picture of the lamella after micromanipulation onto
a TEM grid with a carbon film.

Samples are then manually thinned with a smaller ion current in order to
have a low sputtering rate and to limit sample damage. Thus, an area that is thin
enough to be transparent to an electron beam is prepared. The lamella is then
cut free with the Ga ion beam (Figure 5.4 b.). Finally the lamella is transferred
to a TEM grid with a carbon film that is a few tens of nanometres thick, and
the lamella is deposited on this carbon membrane. Figure 5.4 c shows a TEM
micrograph of the full lamella. We can clearly see that only the central part is
thin enough to be electron transparent and its thickness can be estimated to be
between 50 to 200 nm. The sides of the lamella, that have not been manually
thinned, appear as uniformly black.
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Here, I study blends of polymers and CdSe nanoparticles. cadmium and selenium are much heavier elements than the carbon, oxygen and sulphur that
compose the polymer. Therefore it is possible to achieve a very good contrast
between the two components without applying any defocus.
Figure 5.5 and 5.6 show TEM images of the cross-section of an OC1 C10 PPV:nanoparticle based device prepared by James Hindson. The active layer was prepared from a polymer:nanoparticle (1:3 w/w) in chlorobenzene. The devices were
annealed at 130◦ C for 30 minutes under an inert atmosphere. No electrode were
deposited but gold and platinum were applied to the device as part of the crosssection preparation.
In Figure 5.5, the different layers are easily identified. The active layer exhibits
a good contrast: the polymer-rich regions, composed of light elements such as C,
H, O, N interact weakly with the electron beam and appear in white. Cd and Se
being much heavier interact stronger with the electron beam, block the electrons
and the CdSe-rich regions appear dark.

Platinum
Gold
PPV:CdSe
pedot:pss
ITO
Glass
200 nm
Figure 5.5: TEM picture of the cross section of a PPV:CdSe 1:3 w/w device.

Figure 5.6 shows a larger scale image of the active layer of the previous device.
There is a clear contrast between nanoparticle-rich and nanoparticle-poor regions.
The darker regions appear to be 10 to 20 nm in size. We can also see that the
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nanoparticles tend to aggregate in a thin (≈ 10 nm) layer at the bottom of the
film, close to the PEDOT:PSS interface.

50 nm
Figure 5.6: TEM picture of the cross section of a PPV:CdSe 1:3 w/w device
zoomed on the active layer.

An accumulation of electron-transporting nanoparticles at the bottom of the
film is expected to be detrimental for the solar cell performance, nevertheless it
is very likely that the darker region at the bottom of the film does not form a
compact layer, otherwise the contrast would be much stronger, and this bottom
layer would appear as uniform. Additionally, tomography performed on this system by Hindson et al. [188] shows that polymer domain are connected to the
bottom electrode. Therefore it does not prevent the collection of holes by the
bottom electrode.
As the image averages the morphology of the blend through the thickness of
the thin lamella, we cannot identify the dark spots as CdSe domains. Nevertheless,
this image suggests that the CdSe concentration in the blend changes significantly
within lengthscale of about 10 nm. This value is not far from the exciton diffusion
reported in most organic system, and suggest that the phase separation is this
system is rather favourable for organic photovoltaics.
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5.3.2

Use of Cross-Sectional TEM to Investigate Difference of Morphology in Blends of CdSe with two
Similar Polymers

We now discuss an example of the use of this method. P1 and P2 (see Figure 5.7) are two versions of APSiO-17, a donor-acceptor alternating copolymer composed of a silicon-substituted fluorene group with a diphenylquinoxaline
group synthesized by Matts Anderson group.The only difference is that, in P2,
10% of the diphenylquinoxaline groups have been substituted (randomly) with a
phenanthroline-quinoxaline, a group with a related structure, which should not
affect the energy levels. The idea behind this substitution is that the phenanthroline, which on its own is a ligand for nanoparticles, would create a stronger
interaction between polymer and nanoparticles, thus preventing large nanoparticle aggregation that is detrimental for the performance of solar cells.
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Figure 5.7: Structure of P1 and P2.

The devices studied in this section were prepared by Feng Gao according to
the following routine: the polymers were dissolved in trichlorobenzene with a
concentration of 30 mg/mL, and the nanoparticle were dissolved in chloroform
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with a concentration of 25 mg/mL. The two solutions were mixed in order to get
a polymer:nanoparticle ratio of 1:9. After spincoating, the active layer thickness
was around 50 nm. The active layer was annealed at 150◦ C for 30 minutes prior
to deposition of an aluminium electrode.
The P2 device showed a clear improvement in efficiency of the substituted
polymer. Figure 5.8 shows the best EQE reached by his devices. The 10 % substitution therefore achieves a nearly 2-fold increase of the EQE. We therefore
used electron microscopy to verify whether any difference in morphology could
be spotted.
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Figure 5.8: EQE of device prepared from P1:CdSe 1:9 and P2:CdSe 1:9. Devices
prepared and measured by Feng Gao.

Cross-sectional lamellae were prepared as described above from full photovoltaic devices including the aluminium top-electrode.
Figures 5.9, 5.10 and 5.11 show TEM micrographs of the cross-section of
P1:CdSe and of P2:CdSe devices at different scales. The pictures show that, in
the case of P1, there is a CdSe-rich layer at the bottom of the film. As CdSe is an
electron-acceptor and the bottom electrode, PEDOT:PSS is hole-collecting, this
is detrimental for the film efficiency (although, the layer is probably not compact).
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In addition, the morphology of P1:CdSe blend presents large aggregates, sometimes as large as 100 nm. This is much larger than the exciton diffusion length
and is expected to be detrimental for the device.

500 nm

500 nm
Figure 5.9: Cross-sectional TEM of P1:CdSe 1:9 w/w (top) and P2:CdSe 1:9 w/w
(bottom). The red circles show large nanoparticle-aggregates. The red-arrow show
the nanoparticle enrichment at the bottom of the film.

Figure 5.10 clearly shows that there is some CdSe in the polymer-rich regions, nevertheless it is not clear how much, and how pure the CdSe-rich regions
are. P2:CdSe exhibits a much smoother and better dispersed morphology, with
a reduced roughness, which is a much more favourable morphology. The blend
appears uniform on a 50 nm scale.
Figure 5.11 shows the cross-sectional samples at their resolution limit. Individual nanoparticles, whose sizes are around 7 nm, are clearly visible in the P2:CdSe
blend and in the polymer-rich regions of P1:CdSe. In the CdSe-rich layer at the
bottom of the film, it is more difficult to distinguish the isolated nanoparticles as
they are all aggregated together.
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100 nm

100 nm

Figure 5.10: Cross-sectional TEM of P1:CdSe 1:9 w/w (left) and P2:CdSe 1:9
w/w (right).

20 nm

20 nm

Figure 5.11: Cross-sectional TEM of P1:CdSe 1:9 w/w (left) and P2:CdSe 1:9
w/w (right).
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These results were also confirmed using TEM directly on films. To prepare the
TEM samples, the active layer was lifted off an electrode-less device by dissolving
the PEDOT:PSS layer. The large contrast between polymer and nanoparticles
makes the picture far less sensitive to fabrication artefacts. If PEDOT:PSS remained at the bottom of the film, this artificial contrast is small compared to the
contrast created by the difference in beam interaction between nanoparticle and
polymer and no PEDOT:PSS fibrils can be observed.
The TEM micrographs of the plane of the films are shown in Figures 5.12 and
5.13. As the films are very thin (40-50 nm), the nanoparticle density is not too
large and we can extract information that complements the information from the
cross-sectional TEM. The nanoparticle aggregates appear larger in the P1:CdSe
blends than in the P2:CdSe blends. Furthermore, the P2:CdSe blends are more
uniform. In Figure 5.13 we can see the individual nanoparticles and the P1 blend
have small regions that seem completely nanoparticle-free whereas the concentration is more uniform in the P2 blend.

1μm

1μm

Figure 5.12: TEM of films of P1:CdSe 1:9 w/w (left) and P2:CdSe 1:9 w/w (right)

Hence, in this section, we have shown that the addition of only 10% of a
phenanthroline-containing group in a polymer creates a strong enough change in
the interaction between polymer and nanoparticle to strongly affect the morphology of the blend. The better intermixing between polymer and nanoparticles is
strongly beneficial for the device performance.
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100 nm

100 nm

Figure 5.13: TEM of films of P1:CdSe 1:9 w/w (left) and P2:CdSe 1:9 w/w (right)

5.4

Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy of
Polymer:Fullerene Solar Cell Cross Sections

5.4.1

Introduction

5.4.1.1

Principle

I have shown in section 5.2 that it is difficult to get any contrast in a thin film of
P3HT:PCBM without any defocus. For the same reasons, we can see in Figure
5.14 that it is also difficult to get contrast in the cross-sectional samples [187; 189].
Controlled defocus, while a possible technique that sometimes provides useful results [96], was not investigated here. Instead, I have tried to perform chemical
analysis on the thin cross-sections, in order to get information about the distribution of P3HT and PCBM in the blend.
One technique that is relatively easy to combine with electron microscopy is
energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy. Its principle is illustrated in Figure 5.15.
When the highly energetic electron beam used for electron microscopy imaging
interacts with the atoms of the substrate, some electrons occupying the core levels
of the atoms are excited away from their level, thus creating a vacancy. Then, any
electron in a higher lying state can de-excite to occupy this vacancy and emit a
photon. The energy of this photon is characteristic of this particular transition,
hence each atom has a particular spectrum.
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Pedot:PSS
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100 nm

Figure 5.14: Cross-sectional TEM of films of P3HT:PCBM 1:1 w/w.
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electron beam

Atom in its ground state

Excitation of a core
electron

Figure 5.15: Principle of EDX.
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The principle of EDX is to collect these secondary photons with a detector,
to measure their energy and to plot the emission spectrum for each particular
location.
Each peak is characteristic of a particular element but each elements have
several peaks. For each element, a particular peak is chosen and the number of
counts is integrated over the area around this particular peak. Figure 5.16 shows
examples of spectra and integration zone for copper and sulphur and table 5.1
gives the energy of the peak selected for each element tracked in this chapter. We
can see that the width of the integration zone for each element is around 0.2 keV.

Figure 5.16: Full spectra superimposed with the expected peaks and the integration zone for copper (left) and sulphur (right).

Element
Al
Energy (keV) 1.49

Si
1.74

S
2.4

In
3.29

Cu
8.0

Pt
9.45

Au
9.74

Table 5.1: Energy of the transition used to map the element of interest in this
section.
Hence combining EDX spectra with STEM imaging, it is possible to map the
elements present in the sample. In particular by monitoring the concentration
of sulphur it is possible to extract information about the P3HT/PCBM ratio at
different positions in the sample.
5.4.1.2

Correlation Between EDX Signal and Image

In order to prove the concept, we study the correlations between the signal collected by EDX and the STEM picture.
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Figure 5.17 shows the raw EDX signal at various energies corresponding to
different elements superimposed with the STEM picture of the cross-section of
a P3HT:PCBM solar cell. We can clearly see that the signal of the metallic
elements (such as platinum, gold, aluminium and indium) exhibit strong peaks
in the corresponding layer. This proves that the general level of resolution and
precision of EDX on a cross-sectional sample is good enough for the study of
organic solar cells.

100 nm

Figure 5.17: Proof of concept of the combination of FIB and EDX to study organic
solar cells. EDX chemical mapping identifies the different layers of the device.

In order to further prove that this technique can help in studying the more
complicated case of the active layer, where the materials are mixed on a smaller
scale, I did the same measurement on an OC1 C10 -PPV:CdSe device (1:1 by
weight). Figure 5.18 shows the STEM dark-field picture and the EDX signal. On
the picture, the CdSe-rich regions appear in white because the heavy elements
cadmium and selenium are scattering the electron beam better; hence this picture
exhibits the same morphological features as TEM image of the previous section
(cf Figure 5.6). The excellent correlation between STEM and EDX can easily be
seen: the peak in Cd and Se at 25 nm corresponds to the thin white layer at the
bottom of the active layer on 5.18a. Then, there is a minimum around 35 nm, two
small peaks at 40 and 50 nm, another minimum at 60 nm and a final rise between
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60 and 70 nm. All of these features can be seen as well on the STEM image: maxima in EDX signals appear whiter in STEM and minima in EDX signals appear
darker in STEM. We can therefore conclude that this technique is precise enough
to study the morphology of the active layer of a polymer solar cell.

a.

b.

Figure 5.18: Study of the cross-sectional OC1 C10 -PPV:CdSe device (1:1 by
weight) a. STEM dark field image, b. EDX signal of gold (blue), selenium (green)
and cadmium (red) collected along the yellow line in a.

In these two examples, we use EDX signals to retrieve the information that
we already had from the STEM pictures. Nevertheless it proves that, in similar
cases, but when no contrast can be obtained with electron microscopy, the EDX
technique can be used to obtain information about the solar cell.
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5.4.2

Assessment of the Technique

In this section, I will discuss the different issues related to the combination of
EDX with FIB-prepared cross-sectional solar cells in order to discuss the quality
and the reliability of the technique.
5.4.2.1

Preparation Artefacts

As the sample preparation is a relatively long and complicated process, we have
to discuss the possibility of artefacts happening at different stages in the measurement.
The first question that arises is whether the FIB-cutting can create a sharp
enough cut without causing damage due to partial sputtering and re-deposition
at the bottom of the sample. Looking at the different images of cross-sectional
devices in this chapter, we can see that the cut is clean: no trace of metals such as
gold, aluminium or indium can be seen in the organic layer or in the glass bulk.
The interfaces appear clear and sharp, and it is even possible to distinguish the
roughness of the ITO layer, for example in Figure 5.10 (right). We can therefore
conclude that the damage done to the sample is minimal and that re-deposition
does not appear to be problematic in these samples.
It is possible that the sputtering rate is different for the different materials.
Nevertheless it will not affect the EDX results as, no matter how long it takes,
all the material that happens to interact with the beam is removed. In addition,
even if damage was done to the surface of the measured specimen, as EDX is
bulk-sensitive rather than surface-sensitive, it would not affect the results. Thus,
it is clear that the sensitivity of the results to different sputtering rates is much
less than for other investigation methods [93; 190].
We can also wonder to which extent the measurement process affects the
sample. It is clear that when the beam stays for too long on the same spot (or
on the same line) beam damage is caused to the sample that can be seen on a
subsequent picture. As it is necessary to combine several measurement to get a
sufficient number of counts on a line, some damage can be done to the sample.
Nevertheless, it is possible to collect signal in two-dimension, from a square
area, taking only one measurement at each point. Then, by integrating the values
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laterally(see Figure 5.21), we can increase the number of counts. This way damage
to the sample is very limited (using this procedure, no damage can be spotted on
a subsequent STEM picture), and we never re-measure any area that has already
been measured.
Therefore, we conclude that this method appears reliable for the analysis of
the bulk heterojunction morphology.
5.4.2.2

Scattering and Normalisation

As we can see in Figure 5.17, parasitic signals can be seen in every layer: for
example, a relatively high level of aluminium is detected in the aluminium-free
ITO layer. This happens because a small portion of electrons are scattered in
random directions and therefore interact with every element present anywhere
in the sample, hence creating parasitic signals corresponding to all the elements
present in all the sample.
This effect is influenced by different parameters. The most important of these
is the electronic density of the material. When the area under investigation comprises a strongly scattering material such as ITO for example, the parasitic signal
is much larger. This is why we can see, in Figure 5.19 that the parasitic aluminium
signal is particularly high in the ITO layer.
Another, less important, parameter affecting the parasitic signals is the layer
thickness: if the layer is thicker, more electrons are scattered, and the parasitic
signal is stronger. This has a relatively small effect because the variation in thickness over the 1 µm of interest in the sample is believed to be very small.
In order to get rid of these two effects, I have normalised the collected signal
with respect to the copper signal. Copper is absent from the sample itself, nevertheless, as the thin FIB-ed slice is placed on a copper TEM-grid, the sample is
surrounded by copper. Scattered electrons therefore interact with the surrounding
copper. Hence, the copper signal is a measure of how many electrons are scattered
by a particular layer. This takes into account both the electronic density of the
material and the thickness of the sample at the location under investigation.
Figure 5.19 illustrates this method. The high peak of the aluminium layer can
be spotted easily, nevertheless, for the raw Al signal, the PEDOT:PSS and the
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Figure 5.19: Normalised aluminium (black curve) and aluminium/copper (red
curve) signals from a cross-sectional ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P3HT:PCBM/Al device.

ITO layers, although aluminium free, exhibit a higher aluminium signal. Normalising with respect to the copper signal enables to get a flat noise level, while
keeping a very strong peak. This proves that this method of normalisation is working well. While the raw Al signal exhibits a secondary peak in the ITO layer, and
also a difference in noise level between the PEDOT:PSS layer and P3HT:PCBM
layer, once normalised by the copper signal, the signal is reduced to a uniform
noise level everywhere except, of course, in the aluminium layer.
The level of the parasitic signal will also, in a certain extent, be dependent on
the particular geometry of the sample. It is possible that the relative positions of
the layers and the X-ray detector have an influence on the level of the parasitic
signal. This is very difficult to model, but this effect appears very small: as we
can see in Figure 5.19, normalising with respect to the copper signal works well.
5.4.2.3

Resolution

The lateral resolution is mainly limited by two phenomena.
First, the intrinsic resolution of the scanning electron microscopy is limited
by the interaction volume between the electron beam and the sample. In a bulk
sample, which is thick enough to be electron-opaque, the interaction volume be-
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tween an electron beam and a polymer substrate has the shape of a pear: on the
surface it is as large as the electron beam, but because of the electron scattering due to the interaction with the sample, the beam becomes larger and larger.
For poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) it has been measured to be as large as
5 µm [144]. Therefore, performing EDX on thick samples prepared for example for
SEM is uninteresting in the case of nanoscale devices such as organic solar cells.
The large interaction volume makes the resolution too poor to see any interesting
feature.
Nevertheless, if we use a thin electron transparent sample in STEM mode,
the interaction volume is only the very top of the pear, and we can reduce the
resolution to close to the size of the beam.
By studying the flat interfaces it is possible to quantitatively estimate the
resolution. For example, if we zoom in on the Glass/ITO interface, and assume
this interface is flat in the considered region (roughly 0.01 µm2 ), we can see a
gradient of silicon and indium that represents the border of the glass region and
the ITO region on the EDX scan. Then the resolution limit is set by the size of
the “blurred” region that seem to be a mix between the two well-defined zones.
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We can see from Figure 5.20 that this represents about 20 nm.
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Figure 5.20: Silicon/copper and indium/copper EDX signals over a glass/ITO
interface. The grey area represents the “blurred” area between the glass and the
ITO regions.
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5.4.3

Study of a P3HT:PCBM Solar Sell by Cross-Sectional
EDX

Now that I have established that analysing EDX signal from a FIB-prepared
cross-section of an organic solar cell is a precise and artefact-free technique, I will
use it to study the morphology of the active layer of a P3HT:PCBM device in the
regular structure. The active layer was prepared from a solution of P3HT (Rieke
Metals) and PCBM (nanoC) in orthodichlorobenzene. The blend ratio was 1:1 by
weight and the active layer was around 200 nm thick. The device was annealed
◦
after electrode deposition for 15 minutes at 130 C.
5.4.3.1

Vertical Phase-Separation of the Blend

The question of the vertical phase separation of P3HT:PCBM blends has been
studied a lot, but no agreement has yet been found. Many techniques have been
used and they gave very different results: Campoy-Quiles et al. [191] and Xu et
al. [92] reported that P3HT goes to the top while van Bavel et al. [96] reported
the opposite. More recently, some groups reported non-monotonic distributions
[93; 192; 193]. Therefore, this remains an open question that requires more investigation.
The P3HT:PCBM vertical phase separation is studied by tracking the ratio of
the sulphur signal to the copper signal. Figure 5.21 shows schematically how the
data is recorded. In order to reduce beam damage and also to get rid of lateral
variations due to the random alternation of P3HT-rich and PCBM-rich regions,
the data is collected on a relatively large region, with only one measurement
at each point. Subsequently, the data is integrated laterally over 20 points (ie
≈ 60 − 70 nm). As the data is also automatically integrated in the direction of
the thickness of the slice, because the electron beam go through the specimen,
this corresponds to integrating the sulphur signal in an xy plane, and analysing its
variation in the z direction. This collection method enabled to get peak number
of counts over 1000 for sulphur, 3000 for copper, 5000 for aluminium and 6500
for indium, which was enough to get a good signal/noise ratio.
Figure 5.22 shows the sulphur/copper signal of a standard device. The boundaries of the domains are shown as solid black vertical lines. ITO and aluminium
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Figure 5.21: Schematic of the geometry of the collection of the EDX signals.

layers are sulphur free, and PEDOT:PSS is sulphur rich. In the active layer, the
variations in the sulphur/copper signal can be interpreted as variations of the
P3HT concentration.
The black line corresponds to the raw sulphur signal divided by the smoothed
copper signal and the red curve is a smoothed version of the black curve. Smoothing steps are performed using OriginPro 8 in-built Savitzky-Golay algorithm, with
15 points window width and a polynomial order of 5. This means that, in order to
determine the smoothed value at x1 , the algorithm takes a window of 15 points,
which corresponds to ≈ 55 nm around x1 , interpolates the data in this window by
a polynomial of the form p(x) = ax5 + bx4 + cx3 + dx2 + ex + f and takes p(x1 ) as
the smoothed value [194; 195]. In order to check whether these smoothing parameters are reasonable we can see that, as this smoothing method can interpolate
5 points in a 55 nm window, it allows for a resolution of 55/5 = 11 nm. As this
is lower than the 20 nm intrinsic resolution of the technique, it lowers the noise
without losing information.
Looking at the sulphur EDX signal, we can see that, as expected, the ITO
layer and the aluminium level exhibit only the noise level of the sulphur signal.
Both PEDOT and PSS are sulphur rich. It is therefore not surprising to see a
high sulphur signal in the PEDOT:PSS layer.
When interpreting the sulphur/copper level, we have to keep in mind that
the resolution is around 20 nm and that therefore, at each point, we see the level
averaged over 20 nm. In particular, when getting close to the PEDOT:PSS layer
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5.22:
Sulphur/copper
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ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P3HT:PCBM/Al device.
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we see a rise in the sulphur/copper level that is probably not significant. For
the same reasons, the drop in signal just before the start of the aluminium layer
cannot be interpreted in terms of P3HT concentration. The dotted lines delimit
the areas where data has to be taken with extra caution as it may be influenced
by the neighbouring layer
After having removed these artefact-related features, we can interpret the
sulphur/copper signal as the P3HT concentration in the solar cell active layer.
Starting from the PEDOT:PSS layer, we can see first a relatively shallow fall in
the P3HT level in the first 70-80 nm. The level is then stable at the minimum,
and finally shows a sharper rise close to the aluminium interface.
Recently, several other groups have reported a P3HT pure top layer and a
subsequent P3HT-poor region just below the interface between active layer and
the top metal cathode. [93; 192; 193]. This effect has been interpreted as being
due to a surface-directed spinodal decomposition of the active layer [93; 196].
Our results seem to confirm that theory: The P3HT enrichment at the surface
is clearly seen in Figure 5.22 and just below the surface the P3HT concentration
hits a minimum. Vaynzof et al. claim that the top P3HT layer is around 3 nm
thick. Because of the insufficient resolution of our technique we cannot confirm
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this number nevertheless it is clear that there is a P3HT-enriched layer which
thickness is 20 nm or less close to the aluminium interface.
Hence, I have shown that the combination of STEM and EDX on crosssectional samples is a reliable way of assessing vertical composition of P3HT:PCBM
blends. While limited by a resolution of 20 nm, it has the advantage of not being
affected by the difference in sputtering rate of P3HT and PCBM. Also, it is possible to correlate the measured levels with a STEM image rather than to have to
rely on separately measured film thicknesses.
Using this method, we have found a P3HT concentration profile that the
presence of a thin P3HT-rich layer on the top of the sample and a minimum
of P3HT concentration just below the surface. These results suggests a surfacedirected spinodal decomposition on the top of the sample.
5.4.3.2

Diffusion of Indium and Tin in the PEDOT:PSS Layer

This method can also be used for looking for abnormal presence of an element in
a layer. For example, it is often suspected that the acidic PEDOT:PSS solution
can partially dissolve the ITO layer, thus causing diffusion of indium and tin in
the PEDOT:PSS layer. This was in particular investigated by De Jong et al. [197]
and Wong et al. [198] using Rutherford back scattering and x-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS), respectively.
Using this method we have investigated the cross-sectional solar-cell in order
to see whether indium and tin could be detected in the PEDOT:PSS layer.
The data was normalised by dividing by the copper signal, as explained in
section 5.4.2.2. Having done that, we can still see that the levels of indium and
tin are much higher in that layer than in the other layers of the film (see Figure
5.23). Furthermore the indium and tin profiles show a linear decrease typical of
a diffusion profile.
Therefore, we can conclude that there is diffusion of ITO in the PEDOT:PSS
layer of this sample. This effect can happen because of the acidic properties
of the PEDOT:PSS solution that dissolve a small amount of ITO during spincoating [197]. Nevertheless, we have to be careful when interpreting this data,
because all the preparation was done in air. As shown by de Jong et al. [197], the
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5.23:
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ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P3HT:PCBM/Al device.
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ITO/PEDOT:PSS layer is unstable in air: the atmospheric water-vapour may
wet the PEDOT:PSS and recreate the acidic solution responsible for the ITO
dissolution, hence increasing dramatically the diffusion of indium and tin in the
PEDOT:PSS layer.
Nevertheless, with a more controlled preparation, it may be possible to study
the ITO diffusion in the PEDOT:PSS from the spin-coating step only or alternatively the degradation of the ITO/PEDOT:PSS interface due to the atmospheric
moisture.

5.5

Conclusion

In this chapter I have shown different uses of electron microscopy techniques to
extract information about organic solar cells science and technology.
The use of SEM and FIB dual beam machines can be used to prepare crosssectional samples and to obtain information about organic solar cells that is
difficult to extract otherwise.
In the case of polymer:nanoparticle devices, good contrast can be obtained by
directly watching the sample with TEM. This allows us to resolve the morphology
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and phase separation of the blend. This technique was successfully used to investigate morphology in OC1 C10 PPV:nanoparticle blend and showed an enrichment
in nanoparticles at the bottom of the film. We also investigated the change in
morphology triggered by the addition to the polymer of phenanthroline groups
that modify the interaction between polymer and nanoparticles. It was found
that the addition of as low as 10% of the phenanthroline-containing group was
enough to prevent direct aggregation of the nanoparticle and to obtain a much
more uniform morphology and to significantly improve the performance of the
devices.
In the case of polymer:PCBM blends, as the direct use of TEM without defocusing did not give any contrast between the components, we combined STEM
imaging with chemical analysis via EDX spectroscopy. This technique enables us
to track the difference in P3HT concentration via tracking the sulphur signal in
the active layer. The results obtained show an enrichment in P3HT in a thin
layer close to the aluminium interface, and a minimum is P3HT concentration
just below. These results are consistent with recent analysis that attribute the
vertical phase separation in P3HT:PCBM blends to spinodal waves.
This technique should also permit to analyse more technological issues such
as the indium and tin diffusion in the PEDOT:PSS layer of organic solar cells
during spin-coating or the degradation of the ITO/PEDOT:PSS interface in air.
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Chapter 6
Alternative Substrates:
PET-Based and ITO-Free
6.1

Introduction

Although the substrate is not expected to play any active role in the operation
of the device, it is of paramount importance for the commercial development of
organic solar cells. In order to be able to take advantage of the main qualities of
organic semiconductors, their low price and their flexibility, it is necessary to use
a substrate that is itself cheap and flexible.
Today, most of the research on organic semiconductors is carried out on glass
substrate, for glass is easy to use, chemically inert and rigid. It protects the device mechanically and chemically and provides the reproducibility necessary for
research purposes. Nevertheless, in order to print large scale and flexible devices,
it is necessary to use substrates made of plastic, for example polyethylene terephtalate (PET). The first part of this chapter deals with the fabrication of organic
solar cells on PET substrates. In this first section the PET is covered with ITO,
hence only the substrate differs from the standard devices.
Another important issue driving the final cost of organic photovoltaics is the
price of the transparent electrode. While the performance of tin-doped indium
oxide (ITO) is excellent both in terms of conductivity and transparency, its cost
remains a worry. It is composed of 90% In2 O3 and 10% SnO2 , and indium being
rare, it is expensive and its price varies greatly [199]. In addition ITO has to be
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deposited under vacuum, by sputtering. This process is expensive and energyintensive and is significant in the total price of the modules [130; 199].
Many different solutions, based for example on graphene [200], metal nanowires
[123; 124], carbon nanotubes [122] or conductive polymers [125; 126] are currently
investigated to replace ITO. The second part of this chapter covers the research
that I have done using a transparent conductive substrate constituted of a dispersion of metal nanowires on a PET substrate as a replacement for ITO.

6.1.1

Sample Fabrication on PET Substrates

In this chapter, the solar cells are prepared on plastic substrates, that were provided to me in large sheets. In practice, there are many differences compared to
the usual glass substrates, and the fabrication routine had to be amended.
In order to fit in the same evaporation system as for usual devices, the substrates were cut to squares the same size as our usual glass substrates. They were
then sonicated in acetone and IPA as usual. After that, they were glued on glass
substrates with epoxy resin in order to be able to fit the contacts to them (see
Figure 6.1). Hence, this chapter does not discuss the eventual problems due to
flexibility (physical damage to the organic layers, delamination etc.), but only
those related to the physical and chemical nature of the substrates.
The transparent conductive layer of these substrates (either ITO or metal
nanowires) was not patterned in the same way our usual substrates are. In order
to avoid shorts in the device, it has been necessary to create the appropriate
pattern by hand. This was done by mechanically removing the conductive layer
with a standing knife. Because of this method of anode patterning the area of
overlap of the electrodes was not perfectly controlled. Hence, to measure the cell
power conversion efficiency, a mask was applied on the device to limit the area
under illumination to 4.5 mm2 .
The substrates were not treated by plasma etching. PEDOT:PSS layer were
deposited as usual, but annealed to a slightly lower temperature (150◦ C instead
of 180◦ C) to prevent the PET from softening too much
Three different PEDOT:PSS solutions, that have significantly different properties, are used in this chapter. The standard PEDOT:PSS used in the rest of this
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Figure 6.1: Experimental structure of the cells prepared on PET substrates.

thesis is based on a commercial BaytronP solution (H.C. Starck), enriched in PSS
by Cambridge Display Technology Ltd. (CDT) up to a PEDOT to PSS ratio of
1 to 16 [186] and is termed PEDOT:PSS CDT. A second solution, formulated by
Plextronics, proved to give the best results with the Plexcore 2000 photoactive
ink used. Its exact composition is not disclosed but it contains a blend of polymers
in a solution of ethylene glycol and water. The Plextronics data sheet quotes a
work function of -5.2 eV, very close to that of PEDOT:PSS. This ink is termed
as Plextronics HTL. Finally, some commercially available PEDOT:PSS formulations allow for a much higher conductivity. In particular, I have used a solution
composed of 50 % Clevios CPP105D from H.C. Starck, mixed with 20 % water
and 30 % isopropanol. This solution is designed as PEDOT:PSS HCStarck [201].
As stability issues will be discussed, it is worth noting that the acidity is different for the three solutions, the pH values are approximately 1.2, 2.2, and 3.1 for
PEDOT:PSS CDT, Plextronics HTL and PEDOT:PSS HCStarck respectively.
For the active layer, a commercial solution of P3HT and bis-indo fullerene
[202] in orthodicholorobenzene (Plexcore 2000, Plextronics) was used. Aluminium
electrodes were deposited as usual and annealing was subsequently performed at
150◦ C for 15 minutes.
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6.2

Organic Solar Cells on PET/ITO substrates

Polyethylene terephtalate or PET is a synthetic polymer of the polyester family
(Figure 6.2). As an amorphous solid, it forms a thermoplastic transparent resin
that is widely used for packaging applications.

O
*

O
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*

Figure 6.2: Chemical structure of polyethylene terephtalate (PET)

Figure 6.3 shows an SEM image of the cross-section of a PET substrate. We
can see that transparent amorphous PET has a lacunar structure. That makes it
a poor encapsulation barrier. In addition, if stored in ambient conditions, it might
trap air and therefore be a source of water and oxygen in itself. This trapping
of air in the substrate is believed to be the source of a quick degradation of the
solar cell before testing, as will be described below.

6.2.1

Moisture-Based Cell Degradation

6.2.1.1

Effect on Device Performance

The initial trials of solar cells on ITO/PET substrates did not give good results.
Figure 6.4 shows the light and dark currents of devices prepared on PET/ITO
substrates. Hardly any photovoltaic effect could be seen. A weak photocurrent
could be extracted at strong reverse bias only. In addition, we notice that the
diode behaviour probed by the dark current did not look normal. Compared to
the reference sample on glass, the dark current at forward bias is about two orders
of magnitude smaller.
The dark current of the control device exhibits the expected shape: leakage,
resistance-limited currents at negative and weak positive bias, we observe the
transition to the injection-limited regime around 0.6 V and the beginning of the
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4 μm
Figure 6.3: SEM image of the cross-section of a PET substrate.

transition to space-charge-limited current can be seen just below 1 V. The dark
current from the PET substrate device exhibits higher leakage current at the
start, but the turn on of the injection does not appear.

Figure 6.4: IV curves of standard solar cells based on Plexcore 2000 manufactured
on PET/ITO and glass/ITO. Illumination was AM1.5 at 1000 W/m2 .
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We suppose that this behaviour is related to contamination of the solar cell
by oxygen and/or water diffusing from the substrate into the cell. In order to suppress this problem, we dried the substrate by heating it at 120◦ C under nitrogen
conditions for 16-18h.
Solar cells were prepared after the drying of the substrate. Figure 6.5 shows
the IV curve of a solar cell based on Plexcore 2000 prepared on a dried PET/ITO
substrate.
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Figure 6.5: IV curves of standard solar cell manufactured on PET/ITO substrate
dried at 120◦ C under a nitrogen atmosphere.

It can be seen that the device prepared in that way exhibits a normal behaviour. It was measured under simulated solar spectrum AM1.5 at 1000 W/m2
and exhibited a short-circuit current JSC = 6.1 mA.cm2 , a fill factor F F = 54%,
and an open-circuit voltage VOC = 0.84 V. The power conversion efficiency was
η = 2.8%.
This confirms that the problems that we had met initially were related to
water contained in the substrate. Driving the water out of the substrate is hence
possible by heating the substrate in an inert atmosphere as described above.
Nevertheless this method is quite energy intensive, and is certainly not optimal.
No quantitative studies were done in order to find out the lowest temperature
and the shortest drying time that allowed a working device, but this is expected
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to vary greatly depending on the thickness, fabrication, transport and storage of
the substrate.
In order to try and quantify the amount of water contained in the device,
the weight loss of the substrate upon heating under a nitrogen was measured via
thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). Figure 6.6 shows the weight loss of the substrate with time. The TGA experiment was performed in a nitrogen atmosphere.
The temperature was ramped up from room temperature to 120◦ C at a rate of
10◦ C per minute, and then kept constant at 120◦ C for the rest of the experiment.
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Figure 6.6: TGA of a PET substrate dried at 120◦ C under nitrogen atmosphere.
The measurements were performed with a TA instruments Q500.

We can clearly see weight loss in the first 15 minutes of the experiment and
then the weight stabilises. This early weight loss takes place before the temperature reaches 100◦ C. In addition, annealing the device for only 15 minutes was
not enough to prepare working devices. It is attributed to the evaporation of the
isopropanol that was used for cleaning the device.
No significant weight loss can be seen in the rest of the experiment. Hence
we can conclude that the evaporation of water happens at a rate lower than the
sensitivity of the TGA experiment. Measuring mass loss over a long time is not
an easy process as it requires a very stable scale. Hence, nothing below 0.1 % by
weight can be detected. Nevertheless, a water content of 0.1 % over the several
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hundreds of microns-thick substrate still potentially represents a lot of water for
the actual solar cell which is only around a micron thick. Hence, it is not surprising
that even a water contamination below the detection limit is enough to damage
the substrate.
In the next section, we discuss possible mechanisms for such degradation. Inverted P3HT:PCBM devices that do not contain either ITO/PEDOT:PSS electrode or aluminium electrode are known to be much more stable than regular
architecture devices [93; 203]. They typically survive for days without encapsulation. Hence, it is likely that the contamination by moisture from the substrate primarily affects the electrodes. In addition many water-induced or water-enhanced
degradation mechanisms involving one or the other electrode have been proposed
[197; 198; 204; 205]. In the next two sections, I will discuss in turn the effect that
moisture can have on the bottom and the top electrodes.
6.2.1.2

Effect on the Bottom Electrode

As already discussed in the previous chapter (see section 5.4.3.2), it has been
shown that the ITO/PEDOT:PSS interface is unstable and can be damaged by
water [197].
In order to investigate the effects of the PET substrate on the bottom electrode, devices made of ITO/PEDOT:PSS/MoO3 (10 nm)/Au were prepared on
glass and PET substrates. Gold, known to be very resistant to water-related corrosion, is a good choice of top-electrode, and its work function is well aligned
with the work function of PEDOT:PSS so that it should form an ohmic junction.
Nevertheless, the evaporation of gold directly on PEDOT:PSS appeared to punch
through the PEDOT:PSS layer and create shorts. Hence, molybdenum oxide was
deposited to protect mechanically the PEDOT:PSS layer. For the same reasons,
the PEDOT:PSS layer was prepared thicker than in solar cells: the spinning speed
was reduced and 0.3% of surfactant zonyl R FSO-100 (Sigma-Aldrich) was added
(see section 6.3.1 and Figure 6.9 below). These devices were not encapsulated
to avoid mechanical damage and further risk of shorting. Hence, they might, in
a certain extent, degrade during the measurements, nevertheless the trends are
very clear.
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Figure 6.7 shows electrical characterisation of such devices varying the substrate: glass substrate, dried PET substrate, undried PET substrate, and to try
to accentuate even further the effect of water, devices were prepared on undried
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Figure 6.7: IV curves of ITO/PEDOT:PSS/MoO3 (10 nm)/Au devices.

In the case of the glass device, the behaviour is the expected one. Injection is
good from both electrodes, the device is nearly symmetrical and the conductance
is very good (more than 1 mA at 1 V).
The device prepared on undried PET exhibits a much lower conductance: at
2 V the current is 8 times smaller than for the glass device. In the case of the
non-annealed PEDOT:PSS, as expected, this effect is even stronger: at 2 V the
current is nearly 60 times smaller than for the glass device.
Finally, the device manufactured on a dried sample exhibits a characteristics
very close to that of the glass substrate device. The analysis of these results
together with the solar cells results demonstrates that the water contamination
of the devices prepared on PET/ITO affects the bottom electrode.
Nevertheless, as PEDOT:PSS is spun from water, we do not expect it to be
directly degraded by water. The mechanism of this effect is not clear and would
require more investigations. Friedel et al. [186] reported that adjusting the annealing temperature to drive all the water out of the PEDOT:PSS improves the
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conductivity of PEDOT:PSS. We can suppose that the if the water contained
in the substrate migrates into the PEDOT:PSS it might decrease its conductivity, nevertheless this effect is not strong enough to explain fully the very poor
performance of the devices prepared on PET substrates. The instability of the
ITO/PEDOT:PSS interface as reported by De Jong et al. [197] and Wong et
al. [198] seems to be the most likely mechanism: the addition of water to the
PEDOT:PSS forms a very acidic solution that dissolves the ITO leading to the
degradation of both layers. We note that Wong et al. propose to deposit a selfassembled monolayer of alkylsiloxane on ITO prior to the deposition of the PEDOT:PSS to prevent reactions between ITO and PEDOT:PSS from happening.
This could be tried instead of the drying process to prepare solar cells on PET
substrates. Kawano et al. [206] have also reported an increase of the resistivity
due to water contamination of PEDOT:PSS. They attributed it to the formation
of an insulating layer at the PEDOT:PSS/Active layer interface.
6.2.1.3

Effect on the Top Electrode

It is also well-known that water very strongly damages aluminium by oxidising
it into aluminium oxide [106; 204]. Aluminium electrodes deposited directly on a
PET substrate were seen to be oxidised [207]. Hence, we can see that the presence
of water in the PET substrate, if it is able to cross through all the layers would
be highly detrimental for the aluminium electrode.
The question that arises then is whether the moisture would be able to travel
through all the layers of the device to cause damage to the top electrode. The
permeability of a polymer layer to moisture is proportional to the solubility of
water in the polymer. [208]. Hence, moisture is expected to cross through the
PEDOT:PSS layer relatively quickly but the photoactive layer might prevent
moisture transport to the aluminium electrode. Nevertheless, as it is very thin,
water can migrate through the organic layer through pinholes or grain boundaries.
Experimentally, damage to the top electrode is not easy to observe. It is
possible to delaminate the electrode from the solar cell with Scotch tape [108] in
order to study the active layer/aluminium interface. This was done for aluminium
electrodes deposited on top of cells prepared on dried and undried PET and the
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buried interface was observed with an optical microscope (see Figure 6.8) in
ambient atmosphere. No significant difference could be noticed.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.8: Images of the buried interface of the aluminium electrode taken by
optical microscopy (magnified 50 times). (a) Aluminium electrode delaminated
from a solar cell made on undried PET substrate. (b) Aluminium electrode delaminated from a solar cell made on dried PET substrate. Both images were
optimised in terms of brightness, contrast and saturation after capture.

Nevertheless, it might be necessary to carry the delamination and all the further experiments in an inert atmosphere as the oxygen and moisture contained
in air might oxidise the interface immediately. In addition, in order to unambiguously prove or disprove any damage to the top electrode, analytical methods,
such as Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy [205], Xray photoelectron spectroscopy [198] or Rutherford backscattering [197] would
probably be required.
In addition, a surface sensitive technique, rather than a bulk sensitive technique will probably be required. It is likely that the aluminium oxide only forms
close to the interface and creates a barrier for charge collection, while the bulk of
the electrode is still aluminium in its reduced form.
It should also be noted that Aziz et al. [204] and Kim et al. [205] proposed
degradation mechanisms for polymer optoelectronic devices that involve a watermediated oxydoreduction reaction between the two electrodes. With this degradation mechanism, the two electrodes get degraded at the same time, and the
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cause for the degradation of the cell performance cannot be attributed to the
degradation of a single electrode.
To conclude this section, we can say that the use of PET substrate induces
degradation of the solar cell due to desorption of water. Nevertheless drying the
substrate prior to device preparation enabled us to fabricate working solar cells.
We attribute the degradation of the cell to the degradation of the electrodes but
the exact mechanism of this water-induced degradation is not completely clear
and would require more investigation.

6.3

Organic Solar Cells on PET/Metal Nanowires
Substrates

In this part, I describe the study of a new substrate for organic solar cells. It
is a commercial prototype and it is based on PET coated with a dispersion of
nanowires, its resistivity is 13±2 Ω/, its total light transmission (TLT) is 82±1 %
and its RMS roughness is 30±5 nm.

6.3.1

Film Formation and Wetting of Polymer Thin Films
on Rough Substrates

As we want to use a new transparent conductive substrate to make polymer
optoelectronic devices, the first practical question to address is whether or not
good film formation can be achieved on the substrate.
Oxygen plasma etching cannot be used with this substrate as a way to reduce surface energy and improve the wetting (it has been tried and destroys the
conductive coating). In addition, wetting on a rough substrate is usually more
difficult than on a flat surface of the same material [209]. Hence, it is not surprising to discover that the wetting properties of PEDOT:PSS on this substrate
are not good and that forming a uniform layer of PEDOT:PSS on top of the
nanowire-based coating is difficult.
In order to improve its wetting and layer formation properties, the PEDOT:PSS
was mixed with 0.3 % of Zonyl R FSO 100 (Sigma-Aldricht), a fluorosurfactant
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(see Figure 6.9). This molecule is amphiphilic which means that it has a lipophilic
tail and hydrophilic head which allows to reduce the surface tension between the
water-based PEDOT:PSS solution and the substrate.
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Figure 6.9: Chemical formula of the fluorosurfactant zonyl R FSO 100

Using Zonyl R FSO 100, it becomes possible to deposit a uniform layer of
PEDOT:PSS by spincoating on the nanowire-based substrate.
Another question that arises is whether it is possible to coat the sample in a
conformal enough manner, and to cover fully the nanowires to prevent any shorts
due to nanowires punching through the organic layer. To investigate this, AFM
studies were performed.
Figure 6.10 shows AFM scans of the sample at different steps during the
preparation of the organic solar cell. Figure 6.10 a shows the nanowire substrate
without any coating. The nanowires can easily be resolved. They are around 10 µm
long and 100 nm wide. The RMS roughness of this sample is 29 nm. Figure 6.10 b.
shows the substrate after coating by PEDOT:PSS CDT (with surfactant). We
can see that the features are less high, more blurry, and shallower. The apparent
width of the nanowires is increased. The RMS roughness is reduced to 17 nm. The
active layer was then deposited by spincoating Plexcore 2000 at 500 rpm. On a
flat ITO sample, this spinning speed would produce a 150-180 nm thick layer. The
AFM scan of the nanowire-based substrate/PEDOT:PSS/Plexcore 2000 can be
seen on Figure 6.10 c. We can see the same effects as for the PEDOT:PSS layer
accentuated and the RMS roughness is reduced further to 6 nm. The features are
still clearly attributable to the nanowires, but they are much shallower than on
the previous pictures.
A perfectly conformal coating would lead to an unchanged AFM picture (see
Figure 6.11 a) and would be very surprising in the case of a wet deposition tech-
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b.

a.

c.
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Figure 6.10: AFM images showing the surface of the nanowire substrate (a) before
layer deposition, (b) after deposition of the PEDOT:PSS layer, and (c) after the
deposition of PEDOT:PSS and the active layer.

nique such as spincoating. If nanowires were sticking out of the organic film (see
Figure 6.11 b), nanowires in Figure 6.10 c would appear less high, but as thin as
the nanowires in Figure 6.10 a. As they appear thicker, it means that they are
covered by the organic layers.
(a)

polymer

(b)

substrate

Figure 6.11: Schematic of a perfectly conformal coating (a), and of a non conformal coating (b).

In addition, coating the substrate in that manner does not result in shorted
devices. It was possible to prepare devices that are not shorted (see next paragraph). Hence we can conclude that spin-coating organic layers on the top of the
nanowire substrate provides a coating that is not perfectly conformal, but still of
sufficiently good quality to prepare organic electronic devices.
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6.3.2

Lateral, Micron-scale Charge Transport in Devices
built on Nanowire-based Substrate

Solar cells were prepared on nanowire-based substrates according to the routine that proved successful in the previous sections: after having been dried
overnight, the nanowire-based substrates were coated with Plextronics hole transporter mixed with 0.3% Zonyl R FSO 100 and with Plexcore 2000 for the active
layer. The devices were annealed for 15 minutes at 140◦ C after electrode deposition. Their EQE is shown in Figure 6.12 and their IV curves under simulated solar
illumination (AM1.5 at 1000 W/m2 ) in Figure 6.13. In each case, the device is
compared with a similar device prepared on a glass/ITO substrate for reference.
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Figure 6.12: EQE at low intensity (1 W/m2 ) for a device prepared on dried
nanowires compared to a reference device prepared on glass/ITO according to
the same routine.

We can see that, at low light, the EQE seems very promising. There is no
significant difference with the device prepared on glass/ITO substrate. Nevertheless, under simulated solar light, at 1000 W/m2 , the device performance is very
low. The current is 7 times lower than for the control device, and the fill factor
is extremely low giving an energy conversion efficiency below 0.2 %.
Figure 6.14 shows the photocurrents of a solar cell prepared on the nanowire
substrate (normalised with respect to their value at -1V for the sake of compar-
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Figure 6.13: IV curves under simulated solar light (AM1.5, 1000 W/m2 ) for a
device prepared on dried nanowires compared to a reference device prepared on
glass/ITO according to the same routine.

ing their shape) under three different illuminations: around 1000 W/m2 , around
100 W/m2 and around 1 W/m2 .
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Figure 6.14: Normalised photocurrent generated by standard solar cell based on
Plexcore 2000 manufactured on nanowire-based substrate dried at 120◦ C under
a nitrogen atmosphere.

This confirms the problems posed by high illumination power to these cells.
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The shape of the photocurrent looks normal at low illumination but at high illumination a very high field seems necessary to extract the charges. This observation
is quantified by the values of the fill-factor that degrade very heavily from the
cell under low illumination to the cell under high illumination (see table 6.1).
substrate
nanowire

glass/ITO

illumination JSC
W/m2 A/m2
1000 12.5
100
4.1
1 0.11
1000 69.8
100 6.98
1 0.09

FF
%
19
22
41
49
59
35

Table 6.1: Short-circuit current and fill-factor at different illumination intensity
for nanowire samples and glass/ITO samples.

A possible explanation for these low performances at high illumination lies
in the nature of the nanowire substrate. Whereas this substrate offers a very
good conductivity macroscopically, it can be expected that microscopically the
conductivity is not uniform, as the charges are transported by the nanowires.
This has been shown in the case of silver nanowires by De at al. [123] using
conductive AFM. We can see in Figure 6.10 a that the regions that are nanowire
free are relatively large, up to a few square microns. Hence assuming that the
PEDOT:PSS layer covers the substrate and has to carry the charges towards the
nanowire, we see that charges have to go through a few microns of PEDOT:PSS.
One way to model this effect is to consider that the path that has to be
covered in the PEDOT:PSS adds a series resistance in the device (see Figure 6.15).
Depending on the conductivity of the PEDOT:PSS (63 Ω.cm for Plextronics HTL
according to the Plextronics data sheet) this series resistance is either insignificant
or very large. A very large series resistance would reduce the short circuit current
and the fill factor and explain the results we obtain [210; 211].
In order to understand qualitatively the effect of a large series resistance on
the performance of a solar cell we can consider the equivalent circuit in Figure
6.15. Let i = f (V ) be the characteristics of the “normal” solar cell, without series
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Figure 6.15: Solar cell with a high series resistance.

resistance. In the case of a solar cell with a high series resistance, the effective
bias felt by the device is reduced and the current collected is i = f (V − iRS ).
At a given illumination, when V ≈ VOC , the current is low so that iRS << V
and the effect of the series resistance is negligible, hence the VOC is not changed.
When a current flows through the device, the effect of the series resistance comes
into play and affects the device, hence the fill factor is decreased.
At a given bias V , if the illumination is small, such that iRS << V , the cell
is not affected. When the illumination is increased, the current is stronger, and
so is the effect of the series resistance. This explains the intensity dependence of
the devices.

6.3.3

Efficient Plastic Solar Cells on PET/Metal Nanowires
Substrates

Whether the PEDOT:PSS is able to transport the charges over a few microns depends strongly on the type of PEDOT:PSS used. Depending on the PEDOT to
PSS ratio, on the solvents and on the spinning conditions the conductivity of PEDOT:PSS can vary widely. Using the same commercial dispersion of PEDOT:PSS
mixed with different concentrations of isopropanol and dimethylsulfoxide, Do et
al. showed that the conductivity of PEDOT:PSS varies by a factor 500 [125].
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In the usual solar cell geometry, the charges only have to cross 40 to 60 nm of
PEDOT:PSS, hence even very low conductivity PEDOT:PSS gives good results,
and the main criteria for the optimisation of PEDOT:PSS layers are their ability
to block electrons, collect holes and create a smooth and planar interface. The
PEDOT:PSS normally used in this thesis (PEDOT:PSS CDT) has a very low
PEDOT to PSS ratio (1:16) and a low conductivity.
The use of a newer formulation of PEDOT:PSS (H.C. Starck Clevios CPP105D)
gives a conductivity several orders of magnitude higher than the usual PEDOT:PSS. Using this solution, we can imagine that it will able to transport the
charges to the closest nanowire, hence improving the performance of the devices.
The sheet resistivities of spincoated layers of PEDOT:PSS HC Starck and PEDOT:PSS CDT were measured. PEDOT:PSS was spun as usual on dried PET
substrate with no conductive coating. Gold electrodes were deposited on top,
in order to define a 40 µm-long and 3 mm-wide channel. Sheet resistivity of the
PEDOT:PSS layers were measured by applying a bias and measuring the current flowing through the channel. We find 7 × 104 Ω/ (A value compatible with
the data sheet from HC Starck for such a thin film [201]) for PEDOT:PSS HCStarck and 1 × 1012 Ω/ for PEDOT:PSS CDT. The sheet resistivity of films of
Plextronics HTL used in the previous section was not measured, but Plextronics
data sheet quote a resistivity of 63 Ω.cm, which, for a 40 nm layer, gives around
2×107 Ω/. Hence, the conductivities scale as ρ(PEDOT:PSS HCStarck) >>
ρ(Plextronics HTL) >> ρ(PEDOT:PSS CDT).
Solar cells were prepared on dried nanowire substrates using PEDOT:PSS
CDT and PEDOT:PSS HCStarck solutions. Their EQE was measured at 595 nm
for different illumination intensities (Figure 6.16).
We can see that even at low light intensity, the device prepared with PEDOT:PSS CDT suffers from a strong intensity dependence. The EQE only seems
to stabilise for values as low 0.2 W/m2 , hence the intensity dependence problems
exist at even lower intensities than for the devices prepared with Plextronics HTL
studied in the previous section. For the devices prepared with PEDOT:PSS HC
Starck, the intensity dependence problem at low illumination is overcome and the
EQE is constant with illumination power.
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Figure 6.16: Intensity dependence of the EQE of standard solar cells based on
Plexcore 2000 and different PEDOT:PSS inks manufactured on nanowire substrates.

Figure 6.17 shows the IV curve of a solar cell prepared on a nanowire substrate
with high-conductivity PEDOT:PSS under simulated solar illumination (AM1.5
at 1000 W/m2 ).
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Figure 6.17: IV curves of solar cells prepared on nanowire-based substrates with
PEDOT:PSS HCStarck and Plexcore 2000.

We can see that the performance now looks much more promising. The figures
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of merit of this cell are JSC = 70 A/m2 , VOC = 0.78 V and F F = 46 % which give
a power conversion efficiency η = 2.5 %.
We can see that the dark currents are relatively high compared to the reference
devices. This reproducible effect is the sign of a lower shunt resistance in the
devices prepared on nanowire-based substrates. This effect is detrimental to the
fill factor, and explains the relatively low fill factor of this device.
We attribute this high dark-current to the high conductivity of PEDOT:PSS
used. As can be seen in Figure 6.1 we expect the contacts to punch through the
organic layer to the substrate, and this is why the conductive layer has to be
patterned (see 6.1.1). The contact is around 1 mm away from the edge of the
conductive layer. As the conductance of the PEDOT:PSS over this distance is
not negligible anymore, we expect a significant leakage in the device. This effect
might be reduced by patterning the PEDOT:PSS layer in the same manner as
the conductive layer.
Another effect to take into account to explain these high dark currents is
directly due to the nanowires. We have previously seen that the coating is not
perfectly conformal, and the organic layer is thinner on top of the nanowires.
Hence, current leak is expected to be stronger there. This effect being more intrinsic to the nanowire substrate, it might be relatively hard to address. It might
be necessary to deposit an active layer slightly thicker than optimal in order to
reduce current leaks.
High conductivity PEDOT:PSS has been used directly as an electrode, for example by Do et al. [125]. Hence, it could be asked whether, in the previous results
the transport of holes from the active layer to the contacts actually happened in
the nanowire substrate or rather directly on the PEDOT:PSS.
Devices were prepared with PEDOT:PSS HC Starck on PET without any
other conductive coating. Despite several trials, only a very weak photoresponse
(around 0.015 A/m2 ) could be obtained. Figure 6.18 shows the geometrical arrangements of the different devices (called pixels) on the same substrate.
We can see that the distance from a pixel to the bottom contact is not constant, hence the series resistance induced by the charge transport from the pixel
to the bottom electrode is not constant. Usually this difference in series resistance
is negligible, but, as expected in the case of these trials where only PEDOT:PSS
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Figure 6.18: Schematic of the geometry of the electrodes in the samples prepared
in this thesis.

was used to transport the charges, electrical response could only be seen for pixels 1 and 5, the closest to the contacts. This is consistent with the value of the
sheet resistance for a spincoated layer of PEDOT:PSS HCStark, that was measured to be around 70 kΩ/, more than three orders of magnitude higher than
the nanowire or ITO substrates that have resistivity around 10-13 Ω/. Hence,
it is clear that in these cells, the hole transport between the active layer and the
contact takes place in the nanowires and not in the PEDOT:PSS layer.

6.4

Conclusion

In this chapter, I have shown that in spite of the practical problems they create,
it is possible to prepare working solar cells on PET substrates and to use a
dispersion of nanowires as the transparent conductive electrode.
The PET substrates trap moisture and oxygen that are dramatically detrimental for both electrodes. The ITO/PEDOT:PSS electrode is damaged; its properties degrade and prevent the efficient collection of charges in the solar cell. The
aluminium top electrode is known to be very sensitive to moisture and might also
be damaged by the water released by the PET substrate.
The nanowire-based substrates have a good transparency and a very good
macroscopic conduction. Hence they are a very promising alternative to ITO as a
transparent conductive layer. Nevertheless, they show a non-uniform conduction
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on the micrometer scale that prevents the collection of charges and gives very
poor efficiencies.
To address this problem it is necessary to coat the nanowire layer with a
higher conductivity PEDOT:PSS so that the charges can be transported over
micrometer-scale to the next nanowire. The devices prepared that way reached
an efficiency close to the efficiency of devices prepared on glass.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Outlook
7.1

Conclusions

The presence of alkyl side-chains on thienyl-benzothiadiazole-thienyl
(-TBT) increases the rate of geminate recombination in organic solar
cells. It had already been reported that the presence and position of side-chains
on thienyl groups in donor-acceptor polymers containing -TBT groups had a major influence on solar cell performance. In chapter 4, we show that these changes
in performance are due to changes in the rate of geminate recombination by fitting the decay of TA signal with an Onsager-Braun-type model. This explains
the effect of the side-chains and the field-dependence of these blends.
By comparing TAS measurements with device measurements, we
could build a full kinetic model of excited species in polymer:fullerene
blends and show a good qualitative agreement between these two types
of experiments. In TAS, the photovoltaic blends are excited by high fluence
pulses and without any applied field, whereas photovoltaic devices under simulated sunlight are in steady state, under a much lower illumination. In addition,
in devices, electrodes apply a field to, and collect charges from the photoactive
blend. Nevertheless, by extrapolating the recombination constants obtained from
TAS for low fluence and comparing them to device processes, it was possible
to compute timescales for all processes and to show that the TAS-based model
agrees qualitatively with the device measurements.
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The morphology of polymer:nanoparticle blends can be investigated
by TEM on thin cross-section prepared by FIB. Different uses of electron
microscopy techniques to extract information about the morphology of organic
solar cells were investigated. Focused ion beam can be used to prepare crosssectional samples and to obtain information about organic solar cells that is
difficult to extract otherwise. In the case of polymer:nanoparticle devices, good
contrast can be obtained by imaging directly the sample with TEM. This allows us
to resolve the morphology and phase separation of the blend. This technique was
successfully used to investigate morphology in OC1 C10 PPV:nanoparticle blend
and showed an enrichment in nanoparticle at the bottom of the film.
The addition of 10 % of a phenanthroline-containing group can significantly improve the mixing of polymer and nanoparticle in photovoltaic blends. Using the imaging method described above, the change in
morphology caused by the addition of phenanthroline-containing groups to a
quinoxaline-fluorene alternating copolymer was investigated. It was found that
the addition of as little as 10% of the phenanthroline-containing group modified the interaction between polymer and nanoparticle sufficiently to have a large
effect on the morphology. Thus, direct aggregation of the nanoparticle was prevented and a much more uniform morphology was obtained. This was found to
double the performance of the devices.
By combining STEM and EDX on the FIB-prepared thin crosssection of an organic solar cell, it is possible to resolve the vertical
phase separation of photovoltaic blends. In the case of polymer:PCBM
blends, as the direct use of TEM without defocusing did not give any contrast
between the components, we combined STEM imaging with chemical analysis
via EDX spectroscopy. This technique enabled us to establish the vertical profile
of the concentration in P3HT by tracking the sulphur signal in the active layer.
The results obtained show an enrichment in P3HT in a thin layer close to the
aluminium interface, and a minimum of the P3HT concentration about 40 nm
below the surface. These results are consistent with recent reports that attribute
the vertical phase separation in P3HT:PCBM blends to spinodal waves.
This technique should also allow for the analysis of more technological issues
such as the indium and tin diffusion in the PEDOT:PSS layer of organic solar
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cells during spin-coating or the degradation of the ITO/PEDOT:PSS interface in
air.
Water adsorbed in PET substrates can damage solar cells prepared
on these substrates. This problem can be overcome by drying the substrate in an inert atmosphere. The PET substrates trap moisture and oxygen
that are dramatically detrimental for the electrodes. The ITO/PEDOT:PSS is
damaged, its properties degrade and prevent the efficient collection of charges in
the solar cell. The aluminium top electrode is also known to be very sensitive to
moisture and might also be damaged by the water released by the PET substrate.
Because of their non-uniform conduction at the micrometer-scale,
nanowire-based conductive coatings require higher conductivity PEDOT:PSS than Glass/ITO in order to be used as tranparent electrode
for organic solar cells. Nanowire-based conductive coatings were investigated.
They have a good transparency and a very good macroscopic conduction. Nevertheless, they present a non-uniform conduction on the micrometer scale that
prevents the collection of charges. This resulted in a large series resistance and
very poor efficiencies.
Using a higher conductivity PEDOT:PSS solution solved this problem. The
charges could be transported over micrometer scale to the next nanowire, and
the devices prepared that way reached an efficiency very close to the efficiency of
devices prepared on glass.

7.2

Outlook

Although we have shown unambiguously that the side-chains on the -TBT group
of donor polymers implied a strong quickening of the geminate recombination in
polymer:PCBM blends, we have not explained that fact from a direct structural
point of view. Philipp Oberhumer [163; 164] linked the change in the polymer
ground state absorption to a twist in the conjugated backbone induced by the
side-chains. It would be interesting to relate these two studies and try to establish, what, from the molecular point of view, creates such a difference
in the recombination rates. In particular, differences in the position of the
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fullerene with respect to the polymer at the interface could be simulated, or differences in the energy levels of the different excited states allowing for a quicker
recombination in the presence of side-chains could be investigated.
The influence of -TBT side-chains on the charge dynamics in photovoltaics
blends was studied in blends where the polymers are used as an electron-donor,
and in combination with a fullerene derivative. The F8TBT family is ambipolar,
and combined with P3HT, F8TBT-out gives an efficiency amongst the best for
polymer:polymer photovoltaics. Hence, it would be interesting to study whether,
in that case as well, the side-chain-less polymer would give the best efficiency.
No systematic studies were done, but comparing data from different publications
[183; 212] suggests that it might not be the case. Hence, it would be interesting
to compare the behaviour of these three polymers as electron donors
and as electron acceptors.
We also exhibit a qualitative agreement between transient absorption spectroscopy and device physics. It would be interesting to compare these two experiments in a more quantitative way. In particular, modelling the photocurrent
with an Onsager-Braun expression using the rates computed by transient absorption spectroscopy could be tried.
The concept of changing the morphology and improving the efficiency of the
device by adding to a polymer a small proportion of a group that has affinity to
the CdSe nanoparticle was proven. Nevertheless the polymer:CdSe blends studied
here show low efficiency. It would be of interest to apply this same idea to
more promising polymer:nanoparticle systems.
The vertical distribution of P3HT in a P3HT:PCBM solar cell was established
by EDX on thin cross-section. Lack of time did not allow for any comparison
between different samples. Some parameters such as the annealing conditions [94],
or the materials of the substrate [213] are known to have a large influence on the
morphology of P3HT:PCBM. It would be interesting to use this technique to
study the impact of these parameters on the vertical phase separation
in P3HT:PCBM solar cell.
Although the vertical phase separation in P3HT:PCBM has been vastly studied, this is not the case for other systems for organic photovoltaics. The study of
P3HT:PCBM blends showed the presence of some fundamental phenomena such
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as spinodal decomposition. Hence it would be of paramount interest, both from
the fundamental and technological point of view, to study whether such phenomena arise in other systems such as polymer:nanoparticle blends or
polymer:polymer blends.
We have established that PET substrates cause damage to organic solar cells
because of the water they trap, nevertheless the exact mechanism of this degradation is still unknown. The chemical analysis of the cell could help show
unambiguously what electrode is concerned and what mechanism is responsible for this issue. Following the drying of the substrate with a technique
able to resolve the concentration in water down to a few ppm, such as fouriertransform infrared spectroscopy for example, would also allow the drying step
to be optimised.
Although we showed that it is possible to prepare solar cells using a dispersion
of nanowires as the transparent electrode, several technical difficulties remain and
would require to be addressed. At larger scale, the likelihood to have shorts might
increase and be strongly detrimental for the efficiency of photovoltaic modules.
Hence, the wetting and the quality of the coating on the nanowirebased substrate probably requires further optimisation in order to be
used in organic photovoltaic modules.
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Scientific Contributions
A.1

Peer-Reviewed Journal Publications

• G. Pace, G. Tu, E. Fratini, S. Massip, W.T.S. Huck, P. Baglioni and
R.H. Friend, “Poly(9,9-dioctylfluorene)-Based Conjugated Polyelectrolyte:
Extended -Electron Conjugation Induced by Complexation with a Surfactant
Zwitterion”, Advanced Materials, 22, 2073, 2010.
• G. Tu† , S. Massip† , P.M. Oberhumer† , X. He, R.H. Friend, N.C. Greenham
and W.T.S. Huck, “Synthesis and characterization of low bandgap conjugated donoracceptor polymers for polymer:PCBM solar cells”, Journal of
Materials Chemistry, 20, 9231, 2010 († equal contributions)
• J.R. Moore, S. Albert-Seifried, A. Rao, S. Massip, B. Watts, D.J. Morgan,
R.H. Friend, C.R. McNeill and H. Sirringhaus, “Polymer Blend Solar Cells
Based on a High-Mobility Naphthalenediimide-Based Polymer Acceptor: Device Physics, Photophysics and Morphology”, Advanced Energy Materials,
2011
• P.M. Oberhumer, Y. Huang, S. Massip, D.T. James, G. Tu, S. AlbertSeifried, D. Beljonne, J. Cornil, J.S. Kim, W.T.S. Huck, N.C. Greenham,
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J.M. Hodgkiss, and R.H. Friend, “Tuning the electronic coupling in a lowbandgap donoracceptor copolymer via the placement of side-chains”, The
Journal of Chemical Physics, 134, 114901, 2011
• S. Massip, P.M. Oberhumer, G. Tu, S. Albert-Seifried, W.T.S. Huck, R.H.
Friend and N.C. Greenham, “Influence of Side-Chains on Geminate and Bimolecular Recombination in Organic Solar Cells”, submitted to The Journal
of Physical Chemistry C.
• F.S.F. Morgenstern, D. Kabra, S. Massip, T.J.K. Brenner, P.E. Lyons, J.
Coleman and R.H. Friend, “Solution Processable ZnO nanoparticle coated
Ag-Nanowire Films as a transparent Electrode for Hybrid Solar Cells”, accepted in Applied Physics Letter.
• S. Massip, R.M. Langford, J.C. Hindson and N.C. Greenham “Vertical Phase Separation in Blends for Organic Photovoltaics”, manuscript in
preparation

A.2

First-Author Conference Presentations

• Study of new Low-Bandgap Copolymers for Organic Photovoltaics Poster,
European Materials Research Society, Spring Meeting, 2009
• Influence of side-chains on electronic processes in organic solar cells Oral
Presentation, Materials Research Society, Spring Meeting, 2010
• Influence of side-chains on electronic processes in organic solar cells, Poster,
European Materials Research Society, Spring Meeting, 2011
• Vertical Phase Separation in Blends for Organic Photovoltaics, Poster, European Materials Research Society, Spring Meeting, 2011
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